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[W]e do not expect people to be deeply moved by what is not unusual. That element of tragedy which lies in the very fact of frequency, has not yet wrought itself into the coarse emotion of mankind; and perhaps our frames could hardly bear much of it. If we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it would be like hearing the grass grow and the squirrel’s heart beat, and we should die of that roar which lies on the other side of silence.

— Mary Ann Evans, Middlemarch

On January 26, 2014, Sharnalle Mitchell was sitting on her couch with her one-year-old daughter on her lap and her four-year-old son to her side. Armed government agents entered her home, put her in metal restraints, took her from her children, and brought her to the Montgomery City Jail. Jail staff told Sharnalle that she owed the city money for old traffic tickets. The City had privatized the collection of her debts to a for-profit “probation company,” which had sought a warrant for her arrest. I happened to be sitting in the courtroom on the morning that Sharnalle was brought to court, along with dozens of other people who had been jailed because they owed the city money. The judge demanded that

1. The views expressed are my own and do not necessarily represent the views of anyone else, including Civil Rights Corps.
Sharnalle pay or stay in jail. If she could not pay, she would be kept in a cage until she “sat out” her debts at fifty dollars per day, or at seventy-five dollars per day if she agreed to clean the courthouse bathrooms and the feces, blood, and mucus from the jail walls. An hour later, in a windowless cell, Sharnalle told me that a jail guard had given her a pencil, and she showed me the crumpled court document on the back of which she had calculated how many more weeks of forced labor separated her from her children. That day, she became my first client as a civil rights lawyer.

III

Prisons do not disappear social problems, they disappear human beings.
— Angela Davis

There are 2.2 million human beings confined in prison and jail cells in the United States tonight. About 500,000 of those people are presumptively innocent people awaiting trial, the vast majority of whom are confined by the government solely because they cannot pay enough money to buy their release. This country has five percent of the world’s population, but twenty-five percent of the world’s prisoners—the highest rate of human caging of any society in the


recorded history of the modern world. At least another 4.5 million people are under government control through probation and parole “supervision.”

Between eighty and ninety percent of the people charged with crimes are so poor that they cannot afford a lawyer. Twenty-five years into America’s incarceration boom, black people were incarcerated at a rate six times that of South Africa during apartheid. The incarceration rate for black people in the nation’s capital, where I live, is nineteen times that of white people.

I have traveled the country and seen nearly identical practices in every courtroom and every jail that I have visited. We have a legal system in which things like what happened to Sharnalle are simultaneously illegal and the norm.


8. Wagner & Sawyer, supra note 5. No one reliably keeps track of how many millions of additional people are on some form of pretrial supervised release or in deferred prosecution programs.


The movement for reforming the prisons, for controlling their functioning is not a recent phenomenon. It does not even seem to have originated in a recognition of failure. Prison ‘reform’ is virtually contemporary with the prison itself: it constitutes, as it were, its programme.

—Michel Foucault

A lot of people are talking about “criminal justice reform.” Much of that talk is dangerous. The conventional wisdom is that there is an emerging consensus that the criminal legal system is “broken.” But the system is “broken” only to the extent that one believes its purpose is to promote the well-being of all members of our society. If the function of the modern punishment system is to preserve racial and economic hierarchy through brutality and control, then its bureaucracy is performing well.

Official language smitheryed to sanction ignorance and preserve privilege is a suit of armor polished to shocking glitter . . . . It is the language that drinks blood . . . .

—Toni Morrison

The emerging “criminal justice reform” consensus is superficial and deceptive. It is superficial because most proposed “reforms” would still leave the United States as the greatest incarcerator in the world. It is deceptive because those who want largely to preserve the current punishment bureaucracy—by making just enough tweaks to protect its perceived legitimacy—must obfuscate the difference between changes that will transform the system and tweaks that will curb only its most grotesque flourishes.

Nearly every prominent national politician and the vast majority of state and local officials talking and tweeting about “criminal justice reform” are, with varying levels of awareness and sophistication, furthering this deception. These “reform”-advancing punishment bureaucrats are co-opting a movement toward profound change by convincing the public that the “law enforcement” system as we know it can operate in an objective, effective, and fair way based on “the rule
of law.” These punishment bureaucrats are dangerous because, in order to pre-
serve the human caging apparatus that they control, they must disguise at the
deepest level its core functions. As a result, they focus public conversation on the
margins of the problem without confronting the structural issues at its heart.
Their is the language that drinks blood.

In this Essay, I examine “criminal justice reform” by focusing on the concepts
of “law enforcement” and the “rule of law.” Both are invoked as central features
of the American criminal system. For many prominent people advocating “re-
form,” the punishment bureaucracy as we know it is the inevitable result of “law
enforcement” responding to people “breaking the law.” To them, the human cag-
ing bureaucracy is consistent with, and even required by, the “rule of law.” This
world view – that the punishment bureaucracy is an attempt to promote social
well-being and human flourishing under a dispassionate system of laws – shapes
their ideas about how to “fix” the system.

But few ideas have caused more harm in our criminal system than the belief
that America is governed by a neutral “rule of law.” The content of our criminal
laws – discussed in Part V – and how those laws are carried out – addressed in
Part VI – are choices that reflect power. The common understanding of the “rule
of law” and the widely accepted use of the term “law enforcement” to describe
the process by which those in power accomplish unprecedented human caging
are both delusions critical to justifying the punishment bureaucracy. This is why
it is important to understand how they distort the truth.

I apply these arguments in Part VII, explaining why the current “criminal
justice reform” discourse is so dangerous. I focus on several prominent national
punishment bureaucrats and a new local wave of supposedly “progressive pros-
ecutors.”

Finally, in Part VIII, I discuss the new generation of directly impacted people,
organizers, lawyers, faith leaders, and academics on the libertarian left and right
who understand the punishment bureaucracy as a tool of power in service of
white supremacy and profit. I explain why this growing movement must reject
the “criminal justice reform” discourse of punishment bureaucrats and speak
clearly about why the legal system looks the way that it does. I urge those inter-
ested in changing the punishment bureaucracy to ground every discussion that
they have and every proposed reform that they evaluate in a set of guiding prin-
ciples rooted in this movement’s vision. I sketch some of those principles for
their consideration below.
v.

We are living in the era of premeditation and the perfect crime. Our criminals . . . have a perfect alibi: philosophy, which can be used for any purpose—even for transforming murderers into judges.
—Albert Camus

What is a crime? The first step to understanding how we accomplish the imprisonment of millions of people’s bodies is understanding what laws authorize government agents to take away a person’s liberty.

A society makes choices about what acts or omissions to render worthy of different kinds of punishment. The decision to make something punishable by human caging authorizes the government to treat people in ways that otherwise would be abhorrent. For example, a person walking down the street smoking a cigarette cannot be searched by police. Even a police demand to stop walking or the probe of an officer’s hand along the person’s outer clothing would violate our Constitution’s Bill of Rights. But, in most of the country for the past fifty years, if that same person were smoking a cigarette containing a dried marijuana plant in addition to a dried tobacco plant, the person may be bound in metal chains, removed from the street, strip-searched, placed in a cage, and held in solitary confinement with no human contact or natural light. The person can be kept in that cage for decades. The person can lose her right to vote, be removed from public housing and have her family removed from public housing, be kicked out

---

of school, and be barred from employment. She can also be deprived of basic human needs, such as hugging her child or having a sexual relationship with her spouse. All of this treatment is allowed only because the person is a “criminal.”

A. Criminal Laws Reflect and Legitimate the Environment in Which They Are Made

Choices about what is a crime and what is not are made by politicians and within the economic, social, and racial systems in which politicians exist. As a result, for better or worse, these choices reflect the logic of, promote the legitimacy of, and protect distributions of power within those systems.

Consider, for example, that it is a “crime” in most of America for the poor to wager in the streets over dice. Wagering over international currencies, entire cities’ worth of mortgages, the global supply of wheat needed to avoid mass starvation, or ownership of public corporations is accepted behavior. Dice-wagers become bodies to seize, search, confine, and shun. Their private cash is

21. So too may be dice-wagering, so long as it is done in a large casino facility that has obtained special exemptions through the political process. See, e.g., Jon Delano, As Communities Opt Out, Process Begins to Award New Pa. Casino Licenses, CBS PITTSBURGH (Jan. 10, 2018, 2:58 AM), https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2018/01/10/process-begins-award-new-pa-casino-licenses [https://perma.cc/CLL8-PPNM]. Dice-wagering in a private house, in many places, can result in forfeiture of your house. See, e.g., United States v. Real Prop., Titled in the Names of Godfrey Soon Bong Kang & Darrell Lee, 120 F.3d 947, 948-49 (9th Cir. 1997) (affirming forfeiture of house used for cockfights and dice games). Large corporate wagering houses dominate the skyline of those cities.
“forfeited” to government ownership. Wheat-wagerers become names on the wings of hospitals and museum galleries. Their cash makes them heroes, and charitable organizations providing legal services to low-income dice-wagerers in criminal prosecutions give them philanthropic awards at banquets.

This example is not a quirky outlier. Furthering and legitimating particular distributions of wealth and power are pervasive, defining functions of our criminal legal system—not minor, unintended byproducts.

These choices play out over the criminal law, from foundational laws criminalizing a physical breach of another person’s private property to definitions of affirmative defenses like duress or necessity. (Poverty, for example, is not commonly accepted by American courts as a sufficient excuse for theft of subsistence goods.) Our political choices answer important questions: Should it be a crime to beg for money? To charge high interest rates? To hoard wealth? To decide not to vote? To abuse a family dog? To abuse thousands of pigs to make higher profits from their flesh? To belong to a union? To decline to belong to a union? To refuse to grant mortgages to people of a certain race? To drill for oil? To seize land from indigenous people? To participate in a lynch mob? To enslave people? To refuse to pay reparations to people formerly enslaved on one’s land? To spray carcinogenic chemicals into the ground to release natural gas? To hit one’s child? To design political boundaries based on race? To run a bank for profit? To refuse to identify oneself to a police officer? To force sex upon a spouse? To search a person without probable cause? To grow tobacco? To have oral sex with another consenting adult? To hold profits offshore? To expose secret government misdeeds in the media? To dress a certain way? To possess a gun? To possess a hunting rifle ten years after a marijuana conviction? To donate to a foreign charity? To refuse to pay reparations to people formerly enslaved on one’s land? To spray carcinogenic chemicals into the ground to release natural gas? To hit one’s child?

The standard narrative portrays “criminals” as a vast collection of individuals who have each made a choice to “break the law.” Convictions and punishments are consequences that flow naturally from that bad choice: we must enforce the law.

---

23. Kang, 120 F.3d at 950.
“rule of law.” But these crimes are not chosen because of some assessment of the amount of harm prevented, and punishments are not selected because of demonstrated penological success. The difference in the way the bureaucracy treats someone using cocaine and someone using vodka has no empirical connection to the respective harm caused by those substances or to any analysis of how to prevent addiction to them. Instead, forces external to well-reasoned policy contribute to definitions of criminality and to decisions about appropriate punishment. The criminal law is not an inviolate repository of right and wrong, but—just like any other policy fashioned in a country as unequal as ours—a tool related to cultural, racial, and economic features of our society.25

Making it a crime to possess certain substances is a good example. The expansion and increase in severity of drug laws in the last forty years, as well as the lack of outrage over that punishment for many decades, has been shown to stem from a combination of conscious and subconscious biases and incentives.26 It is now a federal and state crime in every American jurisdiction for any person to ingest a wide variety of substances into their own bodies.27 And politicians have simultaneously decided that other harmful substances are legal to consume and to distribute for profit.28 It was not always so. The history of drug prohibition


was influenced by the desire to criminalize conduct associated with particular groups at specific historical moments. And now, during what punishment bureaucrats call the “war on drugs,” punishment bureaucrats make a choice to “fight” drug use (when it comes to some drugs when used in some neighborhoods) not as a public health issue but through armed agents and cages. No matter what one’s views on drugs, there is one thing that all agree on: these laws were never based on empirical evidence about the best way to create a society with less use of harmful substances.

Why does the evidence matter so little to the punishment bureaucracy? The punishment system would change overnight if the vast numbers of young, wealthy, and white drug criminals at private schools and famous universities were harassed and beaten by police in the streets, had their family homes raided at night, were sexually and physically assaulted in prisons, and were confined to live and die in cages. The human costs of the bureaucracy would be evaluated differently if drug searches by undercover police and SWAT teams were as common at Yale University as they are down the street in the low-income neighborhoods of New Haven. The brutality of separating tens of millions of families from their loved ones—with no empirical evidence of a benefit—would not be tolerated if it were happening to different people. Our culture would see it as widespread violence in need of serious justification, if not a human rights crisis demanding urgent and immediate action, rather than as a vague and impersonal aspect of the need for “law enforcement.”

And so the knowledge that laws will be enforced in particular ways against particular people changes what laws powerful people create. Elites need not worry about creating crimes with harsh punishments if they know that the laws will not be enforced against them.

While many of these choices reflect background social, racial, and economic forces, other choices in the criminal law are more obvious political calculations. For example, while politicians decided to make insider trading a crime for ordinary people and private investors, they had also decided, until recently, that insider trading should be legal for members of Congress. This meant that elite politicians could make millions of dollars based on inside information that they
car crashes); Smoking & Tobacco Use, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION (Feb. 6, 2019), https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/fast_facts/index.htm [https://perma.cc/7LWZ-QUJY] (“Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death.”).


learned through lawmaking or use their control over lawmaking and regulation for personal profit.31

More broadly, much of what are now celebrated as instruments of wealth creation for investors used to be called “crimes.” During the Clinton presidency, for example, bankers hoping to engage in then-illegal types of derivatives trading paid lobbyists and politicians a lot of money to change words in a federal statute that transformed, overnight, those doing certain investment banking activities from criminals into philanthropists.32

Overt political calculations similarly determine the punishment system’s understanding of “terrorism.” The federal government has passed a law to make it a felony to provide “material support” for “terrorist” groups.33 This crime includes providing non-violent conflict resolution and peaceful advice to any group a government bureaucrat chooses to put on a list of “terrorists.”34 And politicians and bureaucrats are constantly revising who goes on “terrorist” lists and which people are instead “allies” to whom the United States government and private corporations sell weapons.35 Often, these are the same groups at different times. To take one example, one of those “terrorist” groups, the People’s Mujahedin of Iran, recently hired dozens of the most famous retired American politicians to work on its behalf to remove it from the list of “terrorist” groups,


transforming those politicians from felony terrorism offenders to successful lobbyists.\textsuperscript{36} And during America’s support for South African Apartheid, the government not only helped to capture and imprison Nelson Mandela, but it officially categorized him as a “terrorist” until 2008.\textsuperscript{37}

In the same way, the federal government makes it a felony to disclose “classified” information,\textsuperscript{38} and officials secretly decide what information to deem “classified.” There are between two and three million bureaucrats with the ability to classify (and therefore criminalize) information, and they did so for nearly 50 million documents in 2017.\textsuperscript{39} At the same time, the federal government does not

\textsuperscript{36} Chris McGreal, MEK Decision: Multimillion-Dollar Campaign Led to Removal from Terror List, GUARDIAN (Sept. 21, 2012, 3:20 PM EDT), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/sep/21/iran-mek-group-removed-us-terrorism-list [https://perma.cc/A63K-2L6T]; see also United States v. Hayat, 710 F.3d 875, 904 (9th Cir. 2013) (Tashima, J., dissenting) (criticizing “unsettling and untoward consequences of the government’s use of [a “material support”] anticipatory prosecution as a weapon in the ‘War on Terror’”); Amna Akbar, How Tarek Mehanna Went to Prison for a Thought Crime, NATION (Dec. 31, 2013), https://www.thenation.com/article/how-tarek-mehanna-went-prison-thought-crime [https://perma.cc/M8D6-6YHZ]. People would feel differently if Saudi Arabia invaded Minnesota and local residents fought back—it would be seen as patriotic self-defense. Low-income Muslim Americans are prosecuted on charges of “material support of terrorism” for making contributions to political causes in their home countries that the United States deems inappropriate while high-ranking Congresspersons and officials aided the “terrorist” group MeK. Compare McGreal, supra, with Akbar, supra. Many of the people in the former category had the misfortune of supporting whichever political group the United States happened not to be working with at the time. This can be a difficult thing to predict in advance; after all, active U.S. support for brutal regimes or “terrorist” groups included working with Saddam Hussein to provide chemical weapons to Iraq, General Augustus Pinochet of Chile, Islamic militants in Afghanistan and Syria, and paramilitary death squads and dictators across South America, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. See, e.g., Shane Harris & Matthew M. Aid, Exclusive: CIA Files Prove America Helped Saddam as He Gassed Iran, FOREIGN POL’Y (Aug. 26, 2013, 2:40 AM), http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/08/25/secret_cia_files_prove_america_helped_saddam_as_he_gassed_iran [https://perma.cc/NA6F-3V4W]; see also, e.g., William D. Hartung, Weapons for Anyone: Donald Trump and the Art of the Arms Deal, TOM DISPATCH (Apr. 1, 2018, 4:33 PM), http://www.tomdispatch.com/blog/176405/tomgram%3A_william_hartung%2C_selling_arms_as_if_there_were_no_tomorrow [https://perma.cc/Y88X-YV7N].


\textsuperscript{39} Alice Speri, As FBI Whistleblower Terry Albury Faces Sentencing, His Lawyers Say He Was Motivated by Racism and Abuses at the Bureau, INTERCEPT (Oct. 18, 2018, 7:00 AM), https://theintercept.com/2018/10/18/terry-albury-sentencing-fbi/ [https://perma.cc/E3A8-JE5L];
make it a crime for bureaucrats to violate Freedom of Information Act requirements, meaning that officials can fail to document their activities, refuse to disclose records when they exist, or destroy records without committing a crime. Such violations of the law, even brazen ones, are addressed through civil lawsuits. But when a military intelligence officer publicized a video of a mass murder by U.S. troops (including the murder of children arriving at the scene of the massacre to treat the wounded), she became a “criminal” sentenced to 35 years in prison because an unknown bureaucrat decided that disclosing the video to the public should be a crime. The soldiers who murdered people on videotape were not prosecuted for their violations of the “rule of law.” Similarly, the person who disclosed lies used to justify American involvement in millions of deaths in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos was prosecuted in the 1970s for felonies because bureaucrats had decided to make publication of their lies a crime.

This political process is also influenced by multibillion-dollar industries with sophisticated marketing and lobbying strategies because many corporations depend on increasing punishment. These interests include pharmaceutical companies lobbying to block marijuana legalization and large meat corporations lobbying to create new felony offenses for videotaping animal abuse at their

---

factories. They also include private prison corporations and the much larger industry of private contractors in public prisons and jails, who profit from the labor, phone calls, emails, family visits, mail, food, supplies, and medical care of prisoners. The more people in jail or prison and the longer they remain confined to a cage, the more profit the companies make.

Simply put, political power influences what we decide to criminalize. And because political contributions effect voting behavior, groups pay political campaigns and associated entities so that politicians will create laws that benefit those groups. Laws are often passed not because they increase overall well-being, but because politicians need money to stay in power. If a would-be criminal, therefore, has a large amount of money, she can purchase the ability to be viewed as a non-criminal by changing laws. If a group of people wants other people to be called “criminals” and imprisoned, the group can pay for that as well. We could call this behavior “bribery,” but instead we have decided to call it “free speech.”

To be clear, it is appropriate for a political process to make decisions about what a society should punish and what a society should celebrate. The point here is that our criminal laws are not an objective mechanism for increasing overall well-being by efficiently reducing harmful behavior. Our criminal laws are based

---


on some of the most arbitrary aspects of human existence, like power, racial bias, and economic self-interest—they reflect our demons, past and present.48

B. The Same Processes Determine How Harshly We Punish

Having made certain activity a “crime,” society must decide how to punish it. How does the legal system choose how harshly to punish speeding, selling various derivatives of the coca plant, domestic assault, sleeping under a bridge, illegally searching someone, downloading music, committing murder, or tax evasion? Why are penalties for texting or drinking while driving more lenient than for cocaine possession even though impaired driving is more dangerous? And why are the penalties for the same crimes dramatically lower in other countries?

The same forces that determine which conduct is criminal also determine how severely different conduct is punished. To take one example, federal law famously treats crack cocaine offenses more harshly than powder cocaine offenses, even though the two substances are pharmacologically identical. For the first seven years that the disparity existed, not a single white person was prosecuted for a crack cocaine offense in seven of the largest American cities.49 For decades, even the cautious U.S. Sentencing Commission wanted to remove this disparity because there is no legal or scientific basis for it.50 And when Congress did reduce the disparity after a unanimous Senate vote in 2010—and millions of years in prison later—no one offered a justification for why it had existed.51 But for reasons that were never articulated, the government did not remove the disparity; it chose to lower the disparity from 100:1 to 18:1.52 And for more than eight years after that “Fair Sentencing Act” passed, the government chose not to


52. Id.
make even these limited “fair” changes retroactive to help the thousands of human beings already in prison because of a law that everyone agreed had no basis.53 Close to ten years after the celebrated reform under the Obama Administration, the 18:1 punishment disparity is still law, and thousands sentenced to decades in prison under the policy continue to languish.

Besides determining the severity of punishment, these forces influence the way people are punished. For many decades, white elites in the South used the punishment system to transfer wealth, confiscate land, and preserve racial hierarchy through convict leasing—that is, criminalizing people so that their bodies could be forced to work for profit.54 In contemporary prisons throughout the United States, 800,000 people work long hours every day in often dangerous conditions with miniscule wages to produce products for private corporations and government entities so that prisoners can afford to purchase basic necessities sold by other private corporations inside prison walls.55 In this way, prisoners work to afford phone calls to their families or toilet paper, soap, and nutritious food—needs that the prisons create in order to coerc[e this labor.56 This ubiquitous overcharging of prisoners and their families for basic necessities and the monetizing of human contact with one’s family are not based on what would help improve health, wellness, and community safety during or after release from prison, but on what maximizes profit.

Our society has created other punishments to promote different political interests. For example, in the early twentieth century, Alabama passed a law that took away a person’s ability to vote if the person was caught possessing cocaine. That law was first passed for the purpose of reducing the number of black people

54. BLACKMON, supra note 48.
voting. In the most recent national election, there were nearly 6 million Americans who could not vote because of the decision to prosecute them in the punishment system, and nearly forty percent of those who could not vote were black. Until recently, Florida alone chose to disenfranchise so many people that 1.5 million people and forty percent of all black males in Florida could not vote in the 2018 election. These Florida laws also had the purpose of limiting the political power of black people. When it became unlawful to deny the right to vote to people based on the color of their skin, a similar result could be accomplished by denying the right to vote if a person committed certain crimes, knowing that “law enforcement” would disproportionately arrest and prosecute people with black skin for those crimes. It is remarkable that many “rule of law” proponents treat these elections as democratic and the laws produced after them as valid even while accepting that large percentages of people are prohibited from casting a ballot because of political decisions made based on their skin color.

In addition to being caged and stripped of the right to vote, people are punished in other ways. One component of contemporary “law enforcement” for drug crimes, for example, is that an entire family can be removed from their home for one person’s drug crime, even a grandmother who had no knowledge that her grandson possessed a substance that the government put on a list of substances for which a family could lose a home.


C. We Have Different Rules of Law, and They Are Inconsistent

How we punish is complicated in another important respect: our laws conflict in ways that make it impossible to apply the “rule of law” without choosing between competing rules. But which laws prevail when rules of law conflict and, thus, which laws come to define the “rule of law” in mainstream consciousness?

One of the bedrock principles of American constitutional law is that when a person has a constitutional right, the government may not deprive a person of that right without sufficient justification.62 For example, under the First and Second Amendments, I have a right to publish an essay about the dangers of “criminal justice reform” discourse, and to possess a firearm in my home. If the government wants to take away either of these rights, it has to demonstrate that it has good reasons. In the same way, a long line of Supreme Court cases has established that the right to physical bodily liberty is “fundamental” and lies at the “core” of the liberty that the Due Process Clause protects.63

The value of bodily liberty has been a central theme of law for centuries. For example, American courts have long required a high constitutional burden of proof in criminal cases: no person can be imprisoned unless the government proves beyond a reasonable doubt that she is guilty.64 This reflects a paramount libertarian concern with agents of the state doing violence to a person’s body by confining a person to a cage against her will. But while the legal system thinks of itself as applying extreme rigor to decisions about when a person can be caged, it does not apply any rigor to an antecedent question: Is this conduct something for which we should cage a human being?

Consider an example: your friend is stopped by police on the street and searched. The search reveals a small capsule of cocaine powder in her pocket. Your friend is charged with possession of cocaine, which is subject in her state to a penalty of five years in prison. Your other friend, who was also searched, had only a pack of cigarettes in her bag—she was not arrested. A third friend had a bottle of whiskey in his backpack that the three had just purchased from the nearby alcohol distribution trafficking enterprise—he too was allowed to leave. The cocaine possessor was eventually taken to trial. Because of the foundational importance of human liberty to the constitutional Framers, she was cloaked in

64. In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 362 (1970). American criminal law recognizes the importance of human liberty in a wide variety of other doctrines—such as the rule of lenity, which requires courts to interpret ambiguity in any criminal law in favor of liberty and against punishment. See, e.g., Leocal v. Ashcroft, 543 U.S. 1, 11 n.8 (2004).
innocence and would be caged for five years only if the government proved beyond a reasonable doubt that she knowingly possessed the cocaine powder. But the “reasonable doubt” rule did little for her. It was easy for the government to prove that she knowingly possessed the cocaine found in her own pocket.

However, it would be very difficult for the government to prove that putting your friend in a cage for that cocaine possession served a compelling interest, let alone that it served that compelling interest in a better way than other alternative responses to cocaine possession—the standard we would apply if the government attempted to forbid the publication of this essay or seize my guns. Indeed, at least with respect to drug laws, it may be an insurmountable burden, given the existing empirical and scientific evidence. One of the remarkable features of the contemporary criminal system is that most punishment bureaucrats are aware of how ineffective caging people who use certain drugs is at addressing any social ill whatsoever, but they continue to enforce that punishment.

To accomplish this result, an entire strand of constitutional law—due process jurisprudence requiring the government to demonstrate a good reason to deprive a person of her bodily liberty—is ignored to enforce drug laws. I have struggled to find a single judicial opinion acknowledging, let alone confronting, this legal problem. The reason for this silence is that the principle of the “rule of law” cannot be applied at the same time to the law requiring a mandatory ten-year prison sentence for a crack cocaine offense and to the law that the government must prove that depriving a person of a fundamental liberty interest such as physical freedom is necessary to serve an identifiable public good.

In contrast, look at how our society has chosen to deal with a variety of other evils. One can be sued for racial discrimination or sexual harassment at work, for instance, but one cannot typically be prosecuted for that conduct, even though it might cause a lot of harm. The political system has chosen to pursue these other important goals without resort to the criminal system. Even assuming that preventing private individuals from choosing to ingest certain non-alcohol and non-tobacco drugs can create a compelling state interest—a proposition that would take its own justification—a variety of other alternatives to human caging exist to reduce drug use: education, employment, companionship, after-school art and theater programs, medical and mental health care, addiction treatment, and stable housing, to name a few. No government in any jurisdiction in the United States has proven that human caging is a way to reduce drug use at all, let alone the least intrusive way. Instead, a mountain of evidence suggests that the punishment approach to drugs has actually increased drug use and the harms
associated with it, including by diverting funds from evidence-based alternatives.\textsuperscript{65}

The pathology through which people who call themselves “law enforcement” officials have come to acquiesce in this punishment is revealing. It would be intolerable to our legal system for a person to spend a moment in a cage for cocaine possession if the person did not possess cocaine. But many “rule of law” proponents care nothing for the question: why is it tolerable for a person to spend a moment in a cage when they have possessed cocaine? To answer that question, we would need to ask a further question: is human caging the best way, or even a reasonable way, to minimize the harms that cocaine possession causes?

Thus we have a central paradox of American criminal law: in order to put a person in prison, we have to prove by overwhelming evidence that she merits punishment in a narrow factual sense; but in order to put millions of people in prison, we do not need show that doing so would do any good. Under the unspoken consensus of the “rule of law,” a law authorizing millions of people to be caged for certain conduct will be enforced so long as there is a “rational basis” for it—and the courts define “rational basis” to mean any potential reason, no matter how unpersuasive, and even if it was not the actual reason for the law.\textsuperscript{66}

This is almost the exact opposite of the “beyond a reasonable doubt” approach that we are told the Constitution requires for taking away bodily liberty. In the latter, a person must not be caged so long as there could be a single reason to doubt her factual eligibility for incarceration.

In this way, courts have chosen to enforce certain rules of criminal law over rules of constitutional law that constrain government violence to individual liberty, even though this order of priority defies the most basic “rule of law” in the legal system: that the Constitution trumps other laws. Thus, if a legislature created mandatory 10-year prison punishments for buying products derived from animals or for drinking red wine, it might be difficult for the government to prove that the prison terms were the least restrictive way of promoting a compelling interest in environmental or public health. This scenario is unlikely to

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
happen, but not because the courts would scrutinize whether the law violates a higher rule of constitutional law. It would not happen because such policies would be politically unpopular among groups with power.

Such flouting of foundational rules of law would be unthinkable in non-criminal areas. Consider an example: Suppose that a state passes a law establishing that parents lose custody of their children if they endanger their child’s health, and that allowing a child to drink sugary sodas is a danger to child health. A federal judge hands her youngest daughter a Coca-Cola drink at a family party. A police officer standing on the street witnesses the incident through the window. Several days later, the judge’s house is raided, the child and several cans of soda are removed from the home, and the state petitions to terminate parental rights. If the judge challenged the law that parents could lose their parental rights if they let their children drink soda, the law would be subject to heightened scrutiny because raising one’s child is a “fundamental” right under the constitutional “rule of law.”\(^67\) Courts would ask whether the law served a compelling government interest (say, for example, child health) and then whether the law’s termination of parental rights was the most narrowly tailored way to achieve that health-related goal.\(^68\) The judge would likely win because it would be difficult for the government to prove the necessity of the drastic step of terminating parental rights to promote a Coca-Cola-free life for children.

But what if the law has a companion provision? What if it also criminalizes the distribution of sugary sodas to minors, punishing that behavior with a mandatory sentence of ten years to life in prison? When the federal judge challenges that law in court, the courts would, under their current abdication of these principles, refuse to review the criminal law for anything other than a “rational basis.” The judge could be sentenced to twelve years of physical confinement. The judge can secure parental rights because the law lacks rigorous justification, but she will lose her bodily liberty and, incidentally, the ability to raise her daughter.

The whole criminal system is pervaded by similar inconsistencies in the “rule of law.” To take one ubiquitous example, the Constitution requires that every guilty plea waiving the constitutional right to trial by a jury of one’s peers be knowing, intelligent, and voluntary.\(^69\) But no one who works in the criminal system thinks that contemporary plea bargaining produces voluntary agreements.

---

\(^{67}\) Pierce v. Soc’y of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534-35 (1925). Thus, a law stripping felons of the right to parent would be struck down instantly. But we effect the same result when we put someone in prison for a drug offense.


\(^{69}\) Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 748 (1970) (“Waivers of constitutional rights not only must be voluntary but must be knowing, intelligent acts . . . ”).
The vast majority of plea bargains are accepted by people who are told that they will be imprisoned for longer if they do not give up their right to a jury trial. Many of these people are in jail and are told that pleading guilty is the only immediate way out of jail. In no other cultural context would the word “voluntary” describe this arrangement. Should my coworker ask a person out on a dinner date but tell the person that, if he does not accept, he will be placed in a cage, no one would view the person’s agreement to dine with my coworker as voluntary. That’s not how we understand “voluntary” actions. And yet, because we are attempting to arrest and process historically unprecedented numbers of people in the punishment bureaucracy, the system would collapse if people exercised the jury right envisioned by those who wrote the Constitution. For that reason, the most important “rule of law” in our legal system — the Bill of Rights — is ignored as a matter of practice in millions of cases every year. The U.S. Supreme Court itself has acknowledged that it will not deem threats-based plea bargains involuntary in part in order to facilitate the mass caging of human beings.73 In this respect, the post-arrest criminal system is not “law enforcement,” but a bureaucracy designed and permitted to circumvent the “rule of law” when necessary to pursue the aims that political elites have assigned to it.

Similar problems exist throughout the application of the “rule of law” in the punishment bureaucracy. In the case of Ezell Gilbert, the federal courts acknowledged that Mr. Gilbert (like tens of thousands like him) was imprisoned under an illegal sentence that was more than ten years longer than allowed by federal law. He was released after many years in federal prison after a federal appeals court finally granted his second petition for release. But lawyers working for the executive branch run by President Obama and Attorney General Eric Holder urged the court to reconsider. A larger group of judges chose to prioritize a

71. See Lafler v. Cooper, 566 U.S. 156, 186 (2012) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (lamenting the elevation of plea bargaining from a “necessary evil” to a “constitutional entitlement”).
73. Brady, 397 U.S. at 752-53 (1970) (holding that plea bargains induced by the threat of a higher penalty — in that case, the death penalty — are not involuntary in part because a contrary holding would strain “scarce judicial and prosecutorial resources”).
74. Gilbert v. United States, 640 F.3d 1293, 1301 (11th Cir. 2011).
75. Id. at 1302.
76. See id.
legal rule that a prisoner cannot file two petitions for release, even if the first one was wrongly denied and even if the person is wrongfully in prison. 77 Despite federal prosecutors and judges admitting that Mr. Gilbert was improperly sentenced, the federal court decided that the legal rule of “finality” was more important than the conflicting legal rule that people should not be in prison because of illegal convictions or sentences. 78 This, it was said, was the result that the “rule of law” required. 79 Despite having been freed from illegal confinement for months, Mr. Gilbert was arrested by U.S. Marshals and sent back to prison to finish his illegal sentence. Take a moment to think about how you might explain that collective social choice to your family over dinner.

The choice by “law enforcement” to prioritize some criminal laws over more fundamental rules of constitutional law that are inconsistent with those criminal laws results in far less actual liberty from imprisonment in the United States than in any other country in the world, even those countries that do not have the procedural protections afforded by the libertarians who wrote the Bill of Rights. If offered a choice between criminal systems, those with brown skin or those living in poverty might rationally choose any other country, given that their absolute chances of being imprisoned would be lower.

Modern courts have not reckoned with these issues because the consequences of adhering to the Framers’ liberty-advancing principles is the specter that haunts the mass incarceration system built in the last forty years. When the needs of power and bureaucracy conflict with “the rule of law,” our punishment system ignores the “rule of law.” As Justice Brennan observed, the courts have been afraid that the assembly-line punishment bureaucracy could not withstand “too much justice.” 80

77 Id.
79 Gilbert, 640 F.3d at 1327 (Pryor, J., concurring); see also Blewitt v. United States, 746 F.3d 647 (6th Cir. 2013) (en banc) (reversing, at the Obama Justice Department’s urging, a Sixth Circuit panel’s holding that the Fair Sentencing Act’s reduction of the 100-to-1 crack-to-power cocaine sentencing disparity applied retroactively).
[I]t is forbidden to kill; therefore all murderers are punished, unless they kill in large numbers, and to the sound of trumpets . . . .

—Voltaire

Criminal laws are an important way in which the punishment bureaucracy accomplishes mass human caging. But the choices that most define our criminal system today relate to how those laws are enforced.

Nearly everyone commits a crime on a regular basis: “disorderly conduct” by shouting too loud in the street at night, downloading a song without paying for it, pushing someone after a heated moment in the schoolyard or the company softball league, failing to declare cash income at a summer job, giving a prescription pill to a friend with back pain, using marijuana to treat a child’s seizures, fishing in an undesignated spot, failing to fully stop at a stop sign, walking a dog without a leash, hiding money in an offshore bank account, withholding exculpatory evidence in a criminal prosecution, making misleading statements in a business transaction, stumbling down the street drunk after a party, hiring a worker who was born in another country but does not have work authorization, stopping and frisking someone without basis, systemically fabricating mortgage documents, giving a teenager a sip of wine, ordering drone assassinations, and more. We commit a number of legal violations every day. Only a tiny fraction of those violations, however, are ever targeted for punishment.

When almost all of us are criminals, the choice of which violations to “enforce” determines what the legal system looks like in the real world. I have explained how we choose to make laws authorizing and calibrating punishment for certain conduct. Here, I explore how those laws are enforced. Of all the people who violate laws, how does society decide who will be punished and who will not?


Consider a few snapshots of the decisions that “law enforcement” officials are making: in 2015, more people were handcuffed and caged for marijuana offenses than for all violent crimes combined. In many jurisdictions, the single most common criminal prosecution is for driving with a suspended license and about forty percent of suspended American drivers’ licenses were taken away not for any reason related to driving, but because a person was too poor to pay court debts.

I make three points in this Part: first, discretionary authority to decide who is punished is vested almost entirely in a group of prosecutors and armed agents. Bureaucrats decide which offenses to punish and which to ignore. The people making these choices call themselves “law enforcement.”

Second, like society’s choices about what conduct is criminalized and how severely that conduct is punished, decisions about who to target (and how and when to target them), are also driven by political, cultural, social, and economic forces. They are also made by particular cohorts of people who bring their life experiences and perspectives to their decisions. For example, American prosecutors are mostly men, almost all white, and share a number of other similarities across religious, class, and educational backgrounds.

---


85. Joseph Shapiro, How Driver’s License Suspensions Unfairly Target the Poor, NPR (Jan. 5, 2015, 3:30 AM ET), https://www.npr.org/2015/01/05/372691918/how-drivers-license -suspensions-unfairly-target-the-poor [https://perma.cc/VL8Z-HFP3]; see also Denise Lavoie, Drivers Challenge License Suspensions for Unpaid Court Debt, ASSOCIATED PRESS (July 4, 2018), https://apnews.com/3f83b960a1f41f4a79f42037eab2f [https://perma.cc/8UVV -6297] (reporting that there are 4.2 million people with licenses suspended or revoked due to unpaid court debt in Virginia, Tennessee, Michigan, North Carolina, and Texas alone).

86. See, e.g., William J. Stuntz, The Collapse of American Criminal Justice 3-4 (2011) (observing that prosecutors have wide latitude in deciding whom to target for prosecution).

Third, the “rule of law” is an important story that the punishment system uses to make its decisions appear to be the natural, inevitable consequences of individual law-breaking rather than distributive choices. Laws are broken. Laws are enforced. It must be so. One is punished because one breaks the law. “Law enforcement” officials exist not to pursue political, racial, and economic goals through strategic choices, but neutrally to administer mutually agreed-upon rules for everyone’s benefit. This conventional story is wrong.

A. “Law Enforcement” Is About Making Choices

Our apologies good friends
for the fracture of good order the burning of paper
instead of children . . . .

—Father Daniel Berrigan

1. Prosecutorial Discretion

Government employees called “prosecutors” decide the people against whom to initiate the state’s machinery of physical force. Prosecutors have nearly unlimited authority to decide whom to charge with a crime and how harsh a punishment to pursue for it. Prosecutors make decisions about what crimes to investigate, what crimes to ignore, whether to file charges in any particular case of lawbreaking, whether to seek pretrial detention, whether to seek mandatory minimum prison sentences, whether to permit a plea bargain, and how severe a punishment to seek, including whether to seek the death penalty, life in prison, decades in prison, probation, or diversion from punishment entirely. Because courts have removed themselves from this process and because there is typically no independent oversight of prosecutors, there is effectively no check on the exercise of American prosecutorial power. And in most jurisdictions, there is no mechanism for the public to initiate an independent prosecution.

90. As discussed below, police also have investigative discretion. See infra Section VI.A.2.
This power is executed with little fanfare thousands of times every day as prosecutors decide which arrests to convert into prosecutions. In many jurisdictions, large percentages of arrests never end up in prosecution.\footnote{Surell Brady, Arrests Without Prosecution and the Fourth Amendment, 59 MD. L. REV. 1, 3, 36-49 (2000).}

Prosecutorial discretion exists all around us. It floats in the ether, largely unnoticed, because the vast majority of its exercise lies in the body of human behavior that prosecutors choose to ignore. Examining virtually any set of prosecutorial actions illustrates that they are political choices. Here, I’ll look at a few examples that were extensively reported.


chaining people naked to walls in freezing temperatures until they died,\(^{100}\) hanging people by their arms until it appeared that their shoulders would break,\(^{101}\) locking a person in a box with insects,\(^{102}\) forcing people to remain awake for eleven straight days,\(^{103}\) and other physical and psychological tactics designed to inflict pain so severe that the inability to bear that pain would lead to people providing information.\(^{104}\) Many people were killed by government employees during these torture sessions—federal prosecutors knew of at least 100 such deaths.\(^{105}\) The details of these crimes and the surrounding criminal conspiracy are set forth in the findings of every public military, civilian, and international investigation conducted, and they are found in the admissions of the torturers themselves.\(^{106}\) Moreover, no one disputes that further crimes were committed when the CIA destroyed videotapes documenting its employees torturing people.\(^{107}\)

No person was prosecuted for torture, murder, or for destroying the videos of government employees committing these crimes.\(^{108}\) Prosecutors chose instead

---


103. CIA Was Authorized to Keep Prisoners Awake for 11 Days, ALTERNET (May 11, 2009), https://www.alternet.org/story/139953/cia_was_authorized_to_keep_prisoners_awake_for_11_days [https://perma.cc/SPZ9-K7LP].

104. Scahill, supra note 101.


to ignore these violations of federal criminal law.\textsuperscript{109} The official prosecutorial reason for the decision not to prosecute these crimes was that we must “look forward, not backward.”\textsuperscript{110} This is a philosophy of prosecution that every convicted person confined in jails and prisons would love to embrace: every person prosecuted in an American courtroom is charged with committing a crime in the past.

The only person who federal prosecutors used their discretion to prosecute for his role in the torture program was John Kiriakou, a high-level CIA official formerly in charge of the CIA’s covert operations.\textsuperscript{111} Kiriakou was not prosecuted for torture or for destroying the videos of torture. Instead, Kiriakou’s crime was revealing details about the torture to the public, a violation of the rules against disclosure of information that bureaucrats choose to make secret.\textsuperscript{112} but he was prosecuted and convicted by Italy. However, when he was arrested in Panama and Italy requested rendition, the United States intervened and brought him back to the United States to shield him from serving his sentence in Italy. See Glenn Greenwald, \textit{This Week in Press Freedoms and Privacy Rights}, \textsc{Guardian} (July 20, 2013), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/jul/20/press-freedoms-manning-risen [https://perma.cc/2XNZ-W2Q8].


\textsuperscript{111} Ross, supra note 108.

\textsuperscript{112} Id.; see also Kevin Gosztola, \textit{Imprisoned CIA Torture Whistleblower John Kiriakou “Pens Letter from Loretto,” SHADOW PROOF} (May 29, 2013), http://dissenter.firedoglake.com/2013/05/29/imprisoned-cia-torture-whistleblower-john-kiriakou-pens-letter-from-loretto/ [https://perma.cc/TZBS-MXAZ]; John Kiriakou, \textit{I Went to Prison for Disclosing the CIA’s Torture: Gina Haspel Helped Cover It Up}, \textsc{Wash. Post} (Mar. 16, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/i-went-to-prison-for-disclosing-the-cias-torture-gina-haspel-helped-cover-it-up/2018/03/15/9507884e-27f8-11e8-874b-d517e912f125_story.html?utm_term=.09352112f2e [https://perma.cc/MV9J-XUX]. During the Obama Administration, many news articles on foreign policy contained leaked information that served the goals of politically powerful people, yet they were not prosecuted; on the other hand, the low-level leakers who disclosed information that exposed misconduct in the Administration were prosecuted with vigor. The Administration chose to prosecute twice as many leak cases as all previous administrations combined. See Conor Friedersdorf, \textit{Behold the Selective Outrage over National Security Leakers}, \textsc{Atlantic} (Feb. 13, 2014), http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/02
Consider an example closer to home: On May 13, 1985, Philadelphia police officers boarded a helicopter and flew over a de-facto segregated black neighborhood. On the orders of the Police Commissioner, when hovering over the home of a group of black liberation activists and their children, the officers dropped a bomb. City officials initially ordered the fire department to “let the fire burn,” and police shot at survivors as they ran from the home. Sixty-one houses in the black neighborhood were destroyed by the bombing. Eleven people were killed, including five children between the ages of seven and thirteen who police knew were in the home when they bombed it. Exercising their discretion, local and federal prosecutors chose not to prosecute any of the people who carried out or ordered the bombing. But they did exercise their discretion to prosecute the only adult black liberation activist who survived.

Another high-profile exercise of discretion was the prosecutorial response to the “financial crisis” of 2008 and related subsequent scandals. Employees at banks committed crimes including lying to investors and regulators, fraudulently portraying junk assets as valuable assets, rate-rigging, bribing foreign
officials, submitting false documents, mortgage fraud, fraudulent home foreclosures, financing drug cartels, orchestrating and enabling widespread tax evasion, and violating international sanctions.

The massive criminality of financial sector employees caused enormous harm. Leaving aside the millions of home foreclosures and the international effects of the crisis, consider just the lost wealth: in 2000, over 30 million people were living in poverty in the United States, and poverty is estimated to have

---


caused over one hundred thousand deaths in the year 2000 alone (about 4.5 percent of U.S. deaths). By the end of the financial crisis in 2009, median household wealth in the United States had declined by $27,000, leaving almost 44 million people in poverty and therefore leading to many additional deaths. During the first full year of the crisis, the wealthiest four hundred Americans increased their wealth by $30 billion.

As of 2013, not a single high-ranking banker had been prosecuted by federal prosecutors for actions that led to the 2008 world economic collapse. As one prominent executive famously wrote in an email: “Let’s hope we are all wealthy and retired by the time this house of card[s] falters.” Again in 2012, the less...


publicized “Libor scandal” involving many of the same large banks “dwarf[ed] by orders of magnitude any financial scam in the history of markets.” That scandal was followed by a new interest-rate swap conspiracy among largely the same banks that former federal regulators called “the height of criminality.” Dozens other bank scandals have each involved the loss of enough money to prevent tens of thousands of deaths.

The highest-ranking federal official overseeing criminal prosecution in the Obama Administration explained that banks, despite having committed federal felony crimes, would generally not be prosecuted because they were too big, and the effects of prosecution could hurt the economy. There are numerous problems with this speculation, including that there is no evidence to support it. The largest U.S. banks are actually not profitable without taxpayer money; as Bloomberg explained in a seminal editorial, “the profits they report are essentially transfers from taxpayers to their shareholders.” And at the same time that large banks escaped prosecution, they retained an estimated $83 billion in yearly taxpayer subsidies—essentially exactly equal to their profits. (They spend hundreds of millions of dollars each election cycle to convince politicians to preserve this taxpayer subsidy.) Thus, entities that are not independently profitable without government welfare, that drain taxpayer money, and that caused massive suffering through flagrant crimes were protected by federal prosecutors on the unexplained theory that they are essential to social well-being.

In the years that followed, repeated crimes by bankers eventually led to some criminal charges, but prosecutors permitted banks to plead guilty and to pay

---


139. Id. (quoting Michael Greenberger, a former official at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission).


142. Id.

fines that represented a small percentage of their annual profits.\textsuperscript{144} And in these few prosecutions of large banks, \textit{individuals} were typically not prosecuted,\textsuperscript{145} even though it was individuals who committed each of the crimes. Individual prosecutions, as opposed to prosecutions of corporate entities, are more likely to achieve the stated goals of punishment given that it is the individual who makes the decision to break a law.\textsuperscript{146} Moreover, as a prominent federal judge pointed out,\textsuperscript{147} individual prosecutions do not trigger the concern that federal prosecutors used to justify their lack of prosecutions: they do not result in the collapse of the corporation that employed the individual, even if one believes that the collapse of criminal banking corporations would be the result of a prosecution or, beyond that, that such an occurrence would be bad.\textsuperscript{148}

To take another prominent example, it came out in June 2013 that James Clapper, the Director of National Intelligence, had lied to Congress—a felony offense\textsuperscript{149}—about the scope of federal government surveillance of private electronic communications in March 2013.\textsuperscript{150} When his lie was discovered, Clapper sent an apology letter to Congress and offered a series of explanations for his dishonesty.\textsuperscript{151} Those explanations ranged from (1) he intentionally gave “the least untruthful answer” possible to (2) the question was unfair to (3) he did not understand the question.\textsuperscript{152} Of course, Clapper could have refused to answer the

\textsuperscript{144} See, e.g., Ben Protess & Mark Scott, \textit{Guilty Plea and Big Fine for Bank in Rate Case}, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 6, 2013, 8:10 AM), https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/02/06/as-unit-pleads-guilty-t-b-s-pays-612-million-over-rate-rigging/ [https://perma.cc/TPQ2-MSK6]; Protess & Silver-Greenberg, supra note 128.

\textsuperscript{145} See Kaufman, supra note 140.


\textsuperscript{147} Rakoff, supra note 136.

\textsuperscript{148} See Kaufman, supra note 140.


\textsuperscript{151} Id.

question in public and answered only in classified communications to the senators.153 Instead, he chose to give false information, precisely because it would mislead the public about the scope of the NSA’s surveillance of ordinary people. Clapper was not prosecuted for this felony.154 Nor was any NSA official prosecuted for any of the violations of secret FISA court orders in the surveillance programs that related to Clapper’s lie.155 Yet Clapper himself subsequently advocated that prosecutors pursue charges against Edward Snowden, the person who exposed Clapper.156

This incident echoes the COINTELPRO scandal, in which the FBI committed felony crimes for years against people who were opposed to racial injustice, poverty, killing millions of human beings in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos and other causes associated with the political left.157 The FBI’s pervasive operation against American leftists and black activists, ordered at the highest levels, included blackmail, burglary, threats, kidnapping, infiltration of groups based on their political beliefs, murder, incitement to criminal activity, illegal wiretapping, intercepting letters and replacing them with changed content, and numerous other tactics (some of the most heinous of which the FBI has not publicly admitted, including the assassination of Fred Hampton and the involvement of an FBI informant in the infamous bombing of children in a Birmingham, Alabama


church). These “law enforcement” officials also targeted black-led organizations on the basis of their race at the behest of J. Edgar Hoover, for whom the organization’s headquarters on Pennsylvania Avenue is still named. (Years later, the FBI would provide the explosives that the Philadelphia police dropped from the helicopter.) The FBI even undertook an operation to get Martin Luther King Jr. to commit suicide.

This lawlessness was one of the most significant episodes in modern American history: it was a largely successful effort by elites to derail a growing social movement that sought to help marginalized people and that could have transformed American society. It is now viewed by consensus as one of the darkest periods in the history of modern American “law enforcement.” The FBI’s crimes even spurred rare congressional reforms establishing new oversight of “law enforcement” agencies.

But the many FBI employees who committed crimes across the country were not outliers or bad apples; they were government bureaucrats following a “national security” program designed and orchestrated at the highest levels. Indeed, when COINTELPRO was uncovered, a team of over eighty federal “law enforcement” agents was dispatched—not to investigate those responsible for committing the crimes identified in the FBI’s files, but instead to search for those who anonymously sent to newspapers and members of Congress the internal documents describing the FBI’s crimes. Although numerous people were prosecuted during this period for acts of civil disobedience in protest of government policies now viewed as racist and profoundly harmful, federal prosecutors decided that not a single FBI employee should be prosecuted for their crimes.

Strategic prosecution in order to chill political activism has been, and remains, a through-line in American history. Marcus Mitchell, an engineering student and indigenous activist, is awaiting trial for charges of trespassing and interfering with police after police shot him in the face with a bean bag pellet while

158. Wolf, supra note 157.
159. Id.
161. See Arbuckle, supra note 118.
164. Id. at 294.
he was protesting the Dakota Access oil pipeline. Mitchell was allegedly hidden from his family and interrogated while heavily medicated in a hospital bed, guarded by a for-profit security company. He faces up to two years in jail. In 2016, California police and the FBI decided to work with neo-Nazi groups to surveil and then vigorously pursue charges against civil rights groups and activists, including attempting to prosecute a black anti-fascist protestor who was the victim of a neo-Nazi stabbing attack. Tim DeChristopher went to a federal land auction in 2008 to protest the legality of the sale of federal land in Utah to corporate mining interests. DeChristopher believed that the land auction was not authorized by federal law. Once there, he was offered a bidding number and decided to go into the auction, eventually bidding on a parcel. He was prosecuted for bidding on the land without having the intent to buy it. (DeChristopher later raised enough money to cover his bid, and a federal judge ruled in a civil case that the land sale was indeed unlawful.) During his trial, at the request of prosecutors, DeChristopher was prohibited from telling the jury about his motives or the illegality of the land sale, and he was convicted. Prosecutors sought a lengthy prison sentence, and the judge sentenced him to two years in federal prison.


167. See United States v. DeChristopher, 695 F.3d 1082, 1087 (10th Cir. 2012).

168. See id. at 1095.

169. Id. at 1088.

170. Id.

171. See Travis Holtby, Bidder 70 Out of Prison, MOAB SUN NEWS (May 1, 2013, 8:00 AM), http://www.moabsunnews.com/news/article_47888438-b1d3-11e2-b05b-0019bb30f31a.html [https://perma.cc/BWR6-3655].


173. See DeChristopher, 695 F.3d at 1088.
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to death was not indicted, but the man who filmed the murder on his cell phone, Ramsey Orta, was harassed, later arrested, prosecuted, and sent to prison for ostensibly unrelated crimes.

It is possible that Mitchell trespassed on someone else’s land, that DeChristopher broke a federal law, and that Orta committed another crime, like those officials in the other examples discussed here. But who a government goes after and who it ignores affects what conduct people feel encouraged to engage in, whether that be political dissent, war crimes, financial fraud, or anything else. The aggregate of these decisions sends messages to the population about what kind of society those in charge want to see, what kind of conduct they will not abide, and what kind of conduct they will tolerate from certain people.

Consider just a few examples from different contexts:

- Fate Vincent Winslow was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole for acting as a go-between in the sale of marijuana, worth $10 in total, to an undercover police officer when he was homeless. Clarence Aaron introduced two of his friends who he knew were engaged in selling drugs. Although Aaron had no criminal record, he was prosecuted for introducing the drug sellers to each other. Aaron, a twenty-four-year-old college student, was sentenced to life in prison without parole, meaning that prosecutors used their discretion to ensure that he would die in prison. Stephanie George was also sentenced to die in prison for allowing her boyfriend, the father of her child, to store drugs in her home.


was taken from her child and her family forever. At the request of federal prosecutors, she was given a longer sentence than anyone else involved in the drug conspiracy in which she was prosecuted.\textsuperscript{180} There are hundreds of thousands of stories of long prison sentences for similar drug crimes.\textsuperscript{181}

- Wage theft by employers costs workers an estimated $50 billion per year.\textsuperscript{182} All robberies, burglaries, larcenies, and motor vehicle thefts combined cost $14 billion per year. Prosecutors almost never enforce criminal wage theft laws. Due to policy choices, federal authorities chronically underfund the number of employees assigned to investigate wage theft. As a result, corporations engage in wage theft and view the occasional civil lawsuit forcing compensation for these crimes as a cost of doing business.


• Federal bureaucrats and private corporations working for profit were caught conducting illegal warrantless surveillance of American telecommunications in 2005. \(^{183}\) At the time, such surveillance was a federal felony punishable by five years in prison. \(^{184}\) Despite the acknowledged commission of felonies by high-ranking federal government officials and business executives, prosecutors chose not to charge them. And after paying money to lobbyists, telecommunications officials were later given civil immunity from the damages caused by their unprosecuted crimes. \(^{185}\)

• Children have been physically abused and forced to take psychotropic medication without consent in for-profit immigrant detention jails. Prosecutors have chosen not to file criminal charges. \(^{186}\) (Federal prosecutors recently chose to pursue charges, sometimes felony charges, against volunteers near the southern border who leave food and water for migrants in commonly lethal parts of the desert.) \(^{187}\)

• Barack Obama ordered killings when he was President. These killings were often of people whose identities were not known and frequently of medics and children who came to treat the wounded at the scenes of American drone killings. \(^{188}\) Many of the assassinations

---


188. See, e.g., Spencer Ackerman, Obama Claims US Drone Strikes Have Killed up to 116 Civilians, GUARDIAN (July 1, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/jul/01/obama-drones-strikes-civilian-deaths [https://perma.cc/3TTA-KUE2]; Conor Friedersdorf, The
went wrong according to their own stated justifications, including the bombings of weddings, funerals, hospitals, journalists, and other civilian targets.\textsuperscript{189} American prosecutors decided that Obama should not be charged for these offenses, even after he and other officials were caught lying repeatedly about the murders.\textsuperscript{190} Obama likely tells himself a justification about why murdering a 16-year-old American child was necessary for the greater good and legally excusable on defense grounds.\textsuperscript{191} Should Russia, Iran, Israel, Laos, or Chile\textsuperscript{192} determine that assassinations of targets in Chicago and Pittsburgh is necessary to further their interests, or to deter American interference in their elections, those officials would also tell themselves stories about why that preventive violence is necessary to save lives or to “promote democracy.”\textsuperscript{193}


190. See, e.g., Friedersdorf, supra note 188. After the repeated, false claims that civilians were not being killed, it was revealed that the Obama Administration had internally defined “civilian” to exclude any male of “military age,” meaning that any boy or man murdered was automatically reclassified as a combatant. See Jo Becker & Scott Shane, \textit{Secret ‘Kill List’ Proves a Test of Obama’s Principles and Will}, \textsc{N.Y. Times} (May 29, 2012), https://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/29/world/obamas-leadership-in-war-on-al-qaeda.html [https://perma.cc/RZJ3-N5HK]. Even under this definition, the Administration’s claims that it did not kill civilians were false by the thousands. See Rafiq ur Rehman, Opinion, \textit{Please Tell Me, Mr. President, Why a U.S. Drone Strike Killed My Mother}, \textsc{Guardian} (Oct. 25, 2013), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/oct/25/president-us-assassinated-mother; Jeremy Scahill, \textit{The Assassination Complex}, \textsc{ Intercept} (Oct. 15, 2015), https://theintercept.com/drone-papers/the-assassination-complex. In most criminal prosecutions, prosecutors introduce evidence of postcrime lies as evidence of guilt.


192. For a comprehensive accounting of illegal American interference in foreign democracies, see \textsc{Steven Kinzer, Overthrow} (2007); and \textsc{William Blum, Killing Hope} (2003).

193. The child on the south side of Chicago caught in a shootout the previous week has a story that he tells himself about why he should carry a gun for self-defense. See Brian Freskos, \textit{How and Why Chicago’s At-Risk Youth Carry Guns}, \textsc{Trace} (Oct. 5, 2018), https://www.thetrace
- As alleged in a lawsuit that my organization recently filed, prosecutors in Phoenix have been making false statements in letters to coerce people into paying the District Attorney’s office to get them to drop marijuana possession charges in a scheme that has earned the District Attorney’s office an average of $1.6 million annually in recent years. This is, paradoxically, both the federal felony of mail fraud and “law enforcement.” These prosecutors have not been prosecuted.

- California took away 4.2 million drivers’ licenses because people could not pay court debts. In the past five years, Tennessee took away more than 250,000 licenses for inability to pay tickets and more than 140,000 licenses for inability to pay other court debts. Because dozens of states have done the same thing, millions more people have lost the ability to do all of the things many of us take for granted in life—like go to the grocery store, attend church, commute to work, and visit family—as “driving on a suspended license” has become one of the most commonly charged crime by prosecutors in many jurisdictions. In such circumstances, that crime serves no function other than to criminalize poverty.

- According to an investigation by the District Attorney and the Louisiana State Auditor, judges in New Orleans were extorting money...
from people, wrongfully jailing people who could not pay, and then illegally using the money to fund their own benefits packages. Despite these investigations and later admissions by judges, prosecutors used their discretion not to prosecute the judges.


- General David Petraeus was prosecuted for disclosing classified information to a journalist with whom he was having a sexual affair. Although the information Petraeus disclosed included some of what the U.S. government considers to be its most sensitive secrets — more sensitive than the information disclosed by Chelsea Manning, for example — prosecutors permitted him to plead guilty to a misdemeanor and to avoid any time in jail.\footnote{See Pierre Thomas et al., Former CIA Head David Petraeus to Plead Guilty, ABC NEWS (March 23, 2015, 10:33 PM), https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/cia-head-david-petraeus-plead-guilty/story?id=29340487 [https://perma.cc/5779-FTWP].}

- Twelve police officers in Miami Beach shot over 100 bullets at a car, killing the man inside. The officers also pointed their guns at witnesses, demanding that they stop filming. Police then confiscated and smashed the cell phones of witnesses to the shooting. The officers then lied, claiming that they had not tried to destroy the witnesses’ videos of the incident. However, one witness had removed and hidden his phone’s memory card in his mouth, and the video given to CNN confirmed the officers’ crimes and lies.\footnote{Rania Khalek, 15 Years in Prison for Taping the Cops? How Eavesdropping Laws Are Taking Away Our Best Defense Against Police Brutality, ALTERNET (July 28, 2011), https://www.alternet.org} The officers were not prosecuted.


• Sentencing children to die in prison is illegal in nearly every country in the world, but as of 2012, the United States had over 2,500 people serving sentences to die in prison for crimes committed as children because prosecutors chose to seek life sentences in adult prison.203

• Prosecutors have begun charging people for filming animal torture on factory farms and for rescuing animals from them. In one widely reported recent incident, federal bureaucrats raided properties in multiple states searching for the person who rescued two piglets from a factory and ordered doctors to cut off part of a piglet’s ear for DNA testing.204

• Christopher Drew was arrested for selling art on the street in Chicago without a permit, and prosecutors filed charges carrying a fifteen-year prison sentence for recording his own arrest.205 Throughout my career, I have seen people routinely arrested and charged with crimes for filming police officers committing misconduct or refusing to give police officers their phones after recording police misconduct.

• There is no state, county, or city where a person can afford a two-bedroom home while working forty hours for the federal minimum wage, and it is only possible to afford a one-bedroom home in

---


204. The piglet’s screeches of pain were so terrible that they did not subject the second piglet to the same mutilation. Glenn Greenwald, The FBI’s Hunt for Two Missing Piglets Reveals the Federal Cover-Up of Barbaric Factory Farms, INTERCEPT (Oct. 5, 2017, 2:05 PM), https://theintercept.com/2017/10/05/factory-farms-fbi-missing-piglets-animal-rights-glenn-greenwald [https://perma.cc/PDP3-ZH8E] ("[A] six-car armada of FBI agents in bulletproof vests, armed with search warrants, descended upon two small shelters for abandoned farm animals . . . .").

twenty-two of over three thousand counties while making the federal minimum wage.206 The majority of criminal cases in Portland, Oregon are against people who are homeless. The vast majority of those are for nonviolent crimes.207

• Prosecutors help for-profit companies collect money on their business contracts by using criminal prosecution when low-income people cannot pay for “rent-to-own” products.208

• Since Richard Nixon declared a “war on drugs,” there have been twenty million arrests for possession of marijuana offenses,209 including about 600,000 per year in recent years.210

• Each of the three presidents from 1992 to 2016, covering more than two decades of the American incarceration explosion, admitted to committing federal drug crimes when they were younger.211 Most of society does not (at least for that reason) think of them as “felons” unworthy of basic civil and political rights. Had prosecutors chosen to prosecute them for that conduct, it is possible that we would never


have heard their names. It matters who gets investigated, caught, and prosecuted.

- President Clinton’s perjury was not prosecuted.212
- Prosecutors charged an eleven-year-old child with a felony for pulling a school fire alarm.213 After many prosecutors adopted “zero tolerance” policies for children committing misconduct in public schools, there was an explosion in the criminalization of child misconduct.214 “Law enforcement” employees are typically not involved in misconduct at private schools, but “law enforcement” employees routinely arrest, jail, prosecute, convict, sentence, imprison, and supervise children after conviction for the same conduct in public schools serving low-income communities.

- Phillip Zimmermann created PGP, the world’s first free encryption program that anyone could use to thwart surveillance. It is now ubiquitous and celebrated as a technical computing achievement. He was initially threatened with an indictment because prosecutors treated encryption software to protect individual privacy as a munition and placed it on the same prohibited export control list as guns and missiles.215

- Possession of small amounts of marijuana has been decriminalized for years in New York except if possessed “in public view.” But police and prosecutors evaded the “public view” exception to create tens of thousands of arrests and prosecutions in New York City by stopping and searching people, ordering them to empty their pockets, and then arresting them because marijuana in their pockets was consequently open to public view.216


214. Id.


• Texas officials falsified drug prescriptions that they sought to carry out executions, but they were not prosecuted for this crime.\(^\text{217}\)
• Henry Kissinger has never been charged for his war crimes by American prosecutors despite uncontroverted evidence of them.\(^\text{218}\)
• Political appointees in the George W. Bush administration intervened to shut down a criminal investigation into environmental felonies being committed by British Petroleum and allowed the company to plead guilty to lesser offenses without the prosecution targeting senior executives.\(^\text{219}\)
• Prosecutors have used criminal charges to chill voter turnout from certain groups. In Texas, prosecutors obtained a five-year prison sentence for a woman who cast an uncounted provisional ballot after she purportedly did not know that she could not vote due to her criminal record.\(^\text{220}\) Georgia prosecutors attempted to prosecute a black woman city councilmember for showing a confused voter how to operate a voting machine. The woman was acquitted by a jury in twenty minutes.\(^\text{221}\)
• From 2004 to 2009, there were over 500,000 violations of the Clean Water Act, resulting in rotting teeth, cancer, kidney failure, and

---


damage to the nervous system. About one in ten Americans was exposed to dangerous chemicals in drinking water. Prosecutors chose to ignore the “vast majority” of these crimes, admitting when confronted that their enforcement of these laws was “unacceptably low.”  

The goal in offering these examples is not to provoke an argument about whether what prosecutors decided in any one of them is objectively correct. I mean to give a sense of the kinds of choices that prosecutors make when confronted with alleged illegality and how those choices are tied not to a “rule of law,” but rather to particular political preferences.

By choosing to look “backward” and not “forward” in the Winslow or DeChristopher cases, for example, prosecutors sent messages to those interested in possessing marijuana or in acts of civil disobedience in support of environmental causes, in the same way that they sent messages to those interested in covering up evidence of torture or lying to Congress about warrantless surveillance. As in South Africa during Apartheid or in the United States during the civil rights movement, or in any context where geographic distance or time has given us a different perspective, those who are prosecuted are often those who we later judge to be in better compliance with basic moral values. And in a society characterized by deep, systemic injustices, in time judgments about who is a criminal and who is a hero may be reversed entirely.

2. Investigative Discretion

A personal anecdote: my young client once wondered aloud, “How can I tell you what it’s like to leave the house every morning knowing that my body could be searched at any moment? That no one thinks it’s wrong? That they call themselves ‘law enforcement.’”


224. For illustrations of what the experience of being stopped and frisked can be like, see Gabrielle Bluestone, This Is What It’s Like to Be in a Stop and Frisk, GAWKER (Oct. 13, 2013, 11:03 AM), http://gawker.com/this-is-what-its-like-to-be-in-a-stop-and-frisk-1444542777 [https://perma.cc/B9LD-4EJJ], and Ross Tuttle & Erin Schneider, Stopped-and-Frisked: ‘For Being a
Something important happens before a case gets to a prosecutor: bureaucrats decide where to look for crimes. They must decide: should we spend our resources looking for people who possess marijuana? If so, in which neighborhoods should we look for them? Should we stop and search people on the street in the Bronx, or should we use undercover informants to see if students possess marijuana in Columbia University dorms? Or should we instead spend those public resources looking into tens of thousands of tax returns?

There is a massive tax-theft problem in the United States that dwarfs all other types of theft combined.225 The money recovered from the “law enforcement” of tax crimes could be used to save lives. But every billion dollars spent on informants and surveillance to charge low-level drug cases is a billion dollars not spent on informants and surveillance to investigate tax evaders.226 Through assignments given to hundreds of thousands of “law enforcement” agents, the government makes decisions about which criminals it will look for. Each police department, for example, decides whether to spend money testing a rape kit or a cocaine sample.227 Every “law enforcement” agency makes further decisions about which neighborhoods to patrol, which crimes to prioritize, and how many

---

225 Compare JANE GRAVELLE, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R40623, TAX HAVENS: INTERNATIONAL TAX AVOIDANCE AND EVASION 2 (2015), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R40623.pdf [https://perma.cc/UN94-HVQH] (estimating annual revenue loss on account of corporate tax evasion due to profit sharing at one hundred billion dollars), with Meixell & Eisenbrey, supra note 83 (“All of the robberies, burglaries, larcenies, and motor vehicle thefts in the nation cost their victims less than $14 billion in 2012, according to the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports.”). A problem on a far larger scale is the black hole of international finance that permits tax evasion in complex transactions that are arguably legal in jurisdictions that have changed their laws to permit private individual wealth to be essentially hidden from taxation by other countries. See Matthew C. Klein, How Much Do Tax Havens Cost the Rest of Us?, BARRON’S (June 19, 2018, 10:58 AM ET), https://www.barrons.com/articles/how-much-do-tax-havens-cost-the-rest-of-us-1529420282 [https://perma.cc/BM2D-N95X].


227 By 2010, major U.S. cities had backlogs of tens of thousands of untested rape kits. See Corey Rayburn Yung, How to Lie with Rape Statistics: America’s Hidden Rape Crisis, 99 IOWA L. REV. 1197, 1246 (2014). Police departments were thus forgoing or slowing rape investigations while they spent money on low-level arrests. Separately, even though we know that rape occurs with frequency on college campuses, the police do not have armies of undercover officers or armies of informants infiltrating college fraternities. And, in my ten years of experience, “law enforcement” essentially ignores uncontroversed evidence of rampant sexual violence against prisoners.
Resource-allocation choices determine the response to entire categories of socially harmful behavior. For example, President Ronald Reagan decided to transfer thousands of federal agents from investigating white-collar financial crimes to pursuing the “War on Drugs.” Similarly, the FBI under Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush oversaw still-further declines in its white-collar crime-fighting investigations. The results were stark: federal prosecutors were referred 10,000 white-collar criminal cases by FBI agents in 2000, but that number dropped to 3,500 in 2005, shortly before the worldwide financial system collapsed due to massive fraud. The same is true for the slow depletion of

228. For example, police chose to set up a unit of officers to record conversations in religious houses of worship and investigate a community of low-income Muslim residents in their homes. See Adam Goldman & Matt Apuzzo, With Cameras, Informants, NYPD Eyed Mosques, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Feb. 23, 2012), https://www.ap.org/ap-in-the-news/2012/with-cameras-informants-nypd-eyed-mosques [https://perma.cc/G2AA-TGN]. The same department presumably did not create a similar team of two hundred agents to infiltrate luxury condos to ferret out evidence of tax evasion and prescription-drug abuse.


233. See supra notes 120-129.
the IRS, which is now unable meaningfully to enforce tax laws against wealthy
tax evaders. Indeed, as federal “law enforcement” failed to prevent the $50
billion Bernie Madoff fraud, the FBI alone had at least 15,000 informants, many
of whom, along with state-level police and private contractors, were monitoring
left-leaning political activists across the country.

The government controls a huge “law enforcement” budget. This money
could pay for investigating every doctor who writes an improper prescription,
chemical testing and surveillance to locate the sources of illegal pollution of local
rivers and groundwater, wiretaps to investigate corruption in police depart-
ments, and audits to examine prosecutor offices for withholding favorable evi-
dence. “Law enforcement” could infiltrate boarding-school campuses to bust un-
derage drinking and tobacco use or set up sting operations to fight widespread
wage theft by employers. The choices that the bureaucracy makes involve direct
tradeoffs, for example, from black families to corporate executives or from drug
sellers to sexual abusers.

Tradeoffs exist not only between broad categories of crime (e.g., should we
focus our resources on uncovering drug crime or sex crime?), but also within
each category. If the government decides that drug possession is a more im-
portant priority than is police corruption, water pollution, or rape, it must still
decide whether to spend money on police patrols and prisons, or whether to
spend money on treatment, medical care, and safe injection sites. If “law en-
forcement” decides that reducing violent sexual assaults is important, bureau-
crats still must decide how they will expend resources looking for criminals; how
much they will pay to prosecute and to jail them; or whether they will create
programs to reduce gender inequality, help survivors find employment and
trauma support, and pay for domestic violence shelters.

Resource choices can be seen not just within police investigation priorities,
but also in the money budgeted for other programs, such as housing, drug treat-
ment, mental health care, probation, prisons, and education. For example, under
President Clinton, federal public housing expenditures were reduced by four
hundred million dollars annually, nearly the same amount by which the federal

234. Paul Kiel & Jesse Eisinger, How the IRS Was Gutted, PROPUBLICA (Dec. 11, 2018, 5:00 AM
EST), https://www.propublica.org/article/how-the-irs-was-gutted [https://perma.cc /CL3X-8VS8].

235. See, e.g., Stephan Salisbury, Tomgram: Stephan Salisbury, Keeping an Eye on Everyone, TOMDIS-
_salisbury_keeping_an_eye_on_everyone [https://perma.cc/VTS5-ULX4].

236. See Katherine Beckett, The Uses and Abuses of Police Discretion: Toward Harm Reduction Policing,
10 HARV. L. & POL’Y REV. 77, 89-95 (2016).
prison budget increased.\textsuperscript{237} Today, as police departments turn to “predictive policing” to supposedly prevent future crime rather than merely investigating past crimes,\textsuperscript{238} they are deciding to spend billions of dollars on surveillance instead of investing in lead abatement in poor neighborhoods,\textsuperscript{239} mental and medical health care, afterschool arts programs, or affordable places for people to live.

It is important for people advocating changes to the criminal system to explore why elites are making these investment choices even though, based on all the available evidence, the things bureaucrats are not investing in are far more likely to reduce future crime.

**B. Cultural, Political, and Economic Forces Influence Which Laws Are Enforced Against Which People**

The Panthers thus became the native Vietcong, the ghetto became the village in which the Vietcong were hidden, and in the ensuing search-and-destroy operations, everyone in the village became suspect.

— James Baldwin\textsuperscript{240}

Police bureaucrats have the discretion to change a person’s life at any moment, and they exercise this discretion tens of millions of times every year. A major problem with “criminal justice reform” discourse is that most privileged people have no idea what “law enforcement” looks like in practice. The vast bulk


\textsuperscript{238} See Mara Hvistendahl, *Can ‘Predictive Policing’ Prevent Crime Before It Happens?*, SCI. (Sept. 28, 2016), http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/09/can-predictive-policing-prevent-crime-it-happens [https://perma.cc/SMzL-D8XK] (“As to whether predictive policing models work as advertised . . . the evidence is scarce, and the few data points are not encouraging.”).


of contemporary policing is discretionary surveillance of and ruthless intervention in the lives of low-income people and people of color.241

At any stage, from the street to the courtroom, a government employee has the power to immunize crime. How many of us have pleaded for a little bit of this discretion when caught breaking a rule? I have a friend who has never received a speeding ticket despite having been stopped by radar-wielding police at least five times. Police officers on city streets have discretion to stop, arrest, or ignore people engaged in a wide variety of conduct and misconduct. Higher-level officials, by deciding geographic placement of officers, drafting department budgets, and setting prosecution priorities, have the ability to ignore law-breaking in entire neighborhoods or economic sectors. For that reason, the “radical” future of prison and police abolition sought by some on the political left and right effectively already exists for wide swaths of our society: wealthy white people rarely interact with the police, except by choice.

The discretionary exercise of these powers means the opposite for the poor and people of color. What has emerged for them is a metastasized system guided

---

by forces we don’t acknowledge as opposed to good policy made transparently
to promote shared values.

A major achievement of the punishment bureaucracy is that it has retained
mainstream respect even though it crushes unprecedented numbers of people
with no evidence of any unique social benefit while simultaneously allowing
enormous amounts of lawlessness that cause massive harm. Why is it still viewed
as legitimate?

First, the groups who wield power in our society benefit from the punish-
ment bureaucracy. It privileges their private property, their racial supremacy,
their jobs, their voting rights, and their segregated neighborhoods.

Second, the growth of the punishment bureaucracy itself changes our culture
and economy. As the bureaucracy expands, it employs larger and larger numbers
of police officers, prosecutors, probation officers, defense attorneys, prison
guards, contractors, and equipment manufacturers. People working in the sys-
tem become dependent on its perpetuation for their livelihoods and even their
identities. The path of least resistance is to grow more. Jobs are created, local
political power is consolidated, and “law enforcement” activities are normalized
and then rendered economically essential—such as roadblocks, prison guards,
home raids, drug interdiction teams, neighborhood patrols, armed police in
schools, SWAT teams, stop-and-frisk practices, social media monitoring, video
surveillance, probation drug testing, and “intelligence” divisions. An ever-ex-
panding set of “criminal justice” products are designed and advertised with bil-
ions of dollars from investors and tens of thousands more people involved at
every stage of their production and marketing, trade conventions displaying the
latest products and lucrative bureaucrat training schools follow,242 along with
new protocols for using the new products and training methods on those new
protocols, and so on.243 Soon, an entire society is prepared psychologically and

---

242. See, e.g., Shane Bauer, The Making of the Warrior Cop, MOTHER JONES (Oct. 23, 2014, 10:00
 AM), https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/10/swat-warrior-cops-police-
militarization-urban-shield [https://perma.cc/L5U4-D3WB].

243. Other economic incentives also corrupt this process, including billions of dollars in federal
 grants for discriminatory and military-style policing, the pursuit of billions of dollars in cash
 and property through civil forfeiture, overtime pay policies, performance evaluation metrics,
 and billions of dollars in weapons transfers from the U.S. military. See, e.g., Eric Blumenson
 & Eva Nilsen, Policing for Profit: The Drug War’s Hidden Economic Agenda, 65 U. CHI. L. REV.
 35 (1998) (discussing the incentives created by federal grants and civil forfeiture); Hanqing
 8:30 AM EDT), https://www.propublica.org/article/the-best-reporting-on-the-federal-
push-to-militarize-local-police [https://perma.cc/9FQA-EG2A] (explaining a federal pro-
gram that had provided at least $4.3 billion in military equipment to local police); Mike
 Maciag, The Alarming Consequences of Police Working Overtime, GOVERNING (Oct. 2017),
institutionally to confront a public health issue like drug addiction with metal shackles, tasers, and cages.

The more police officers and defense lawyers and border agents and weapons makers and training consultants there are, the more people who internalize the norms of the “law enforcement” culture and who come to depend on it. More people’s friends and family make their livings in these industries, and private family conversations, public discussions, and media coverage change to tolerate and normalize the jobs performed by all of the normal people we know. This process organically increases support for the “law enforcement” complex, extending its influence, both casually through social norms and directly by expanding its economic power through more profit.

The process of how norms evolve is critical to explaining why it seems reasonable to roll tanks through Ferguson, put handcuffs on twelve million people every year, and monitor the lives of tens of millions of people through electronic surveillance when our society, only a generation ago, would have perceived such government intrusions as an authoritarian revolution. The cultural norms and economic regime that these forces have nurtured have produced a “law enforcement” zeitgeist characterizing the past forty years of American life. So embedded is this spirit that the punishment bureaucracy has become the venue to manage social and public health problems such as poverty, deteriorating education, lack of housing, drug addiction, and mental illness.²⁴⁴

Third, it is easier to police and jail populations whose pain and inconvenience are not part of the social conscience and who lack economic capital.²⁴⁵ A decision by police officers to stop, question, and search people is hard to sustain in wealthy neighborhoods. It would feel more shocking, strange, and intrusive to those most able to affect policing decisions, and instances of brutality and humiliation would work their way through the web of social connections surrounding the lives of elites. Children of news anchors would be arrested, doctors and their husbands would have their homes raided and their children’s faces put to the barrels of assault rifles, and bankers would have their anal cavities searched in their high-rise offices. If that happened, twenty-four-hour news pundits


²⁴⁴. See generally Loïc Wacquant, Punishing the Poor: The Neoliberal Government of Social Insecurity (2009) (arguing that the complementary erosion of the social-welfare state and explosion of the penal state has resulted in the criminalization of social insecurity).

would discuss the violent police behavior with large on-screen font, and reporters standing next to news vans would demand explanations.

Fourth, leading punishment bureaucrats exploit these background conditions to obfuscate the functions of the punishment system. Instead of acknowledging that enforcement decisions are made based on cultural norms, money, conscious and subconscious bias, and political connections between officials and the people that they regulate, the punishment bureaucracy masks these deeper forces under slogans like “tough on crime” or “the “rule of law.” This propaganda suggests an almost scientific connection between every instance of law-breaking and an efficient system of enforcement.

The situation is especially ripe for exploitation by punishment bureaucrats in periods when what are marketed as “crime rates” are claimed to be increasing. But the very instinct to respond to perceived increases in (certain types of) crime by more punishment is the response of a ruling class—by those who want to talk about “crime” without changing society.

The zeal for “law enforcement” as punishment means that the legal system does not consider potential causes of misbehavior or ways to reduce it that might have other social benefits—for example, addressing structural inequality, child exposure to lead, gender inequality, or lack of meaningful access to theater, art, music, poetry, and physical wellness activities. The punishment bureaucracy does not ask if these causes of “crime” might be ameliorated without the human cost of prosecution and mass human caging. This lack of care also explains why, in virtually every jurisdiction in which I have worked, I have noticed that the bureaucracy collects virtually no data to rigorously measure its performance.

Consider the drug war—one of the greatest successes of “law enforcement” punishment propaganda. The drug war cost more than a trillion dollars, tens

---

of millions of arrests, hundreds of millions of police stops, tens of millions of years in prison, tens of millions of lost jobs and educations and homes, millions of square acres of spray-poisoned forests, tens of millions of voting rights (including at least one presidential election), tens of millions of children separated from a parent, hundreds of thousands of deaths due to the resulting drug wars and American intervention in Latin America, and massive militarization and surveillance by local police of every American city and town.

The vast bulk of these consequences were inflicted on people for personal use of certain substances, an exercise of bodily autonomy that other countries have protected and that this country protects for other harmful substances like alcohol and tobacco. All of this was done in ways that dramatically increased the racial
disparities in every stage of the criminal system. For all of these social costs, drug use either did not go down or significantly increased, and teenagers are using dangerous drugs at twice the rate that they did in the 1980s.

Only idiots would pursue strategies that are so counterproductive and destructive for so long—and our legal system’s bureaucrats are sophisticated, not idiotic. The “war on drugs” is about something else.

Above all, one thing is true: The punishment bureaucrats who created the contemporary “criminal justice system” are broadly comfortable with the way that our society looks. They market a crime problem in need of “law enforcement” in order to keep our society looking the way that it does. They do not want to solve the “crime” problem if that means a society that looks much different—say, more equal and with less private profit. Hence they both construct and respond to “crime” with strategies that increase inequality and control, but do little to stop the same problems they purport to care about—and that often make those problems worse, thereby justifying a circular call for more (selective) punishment. And that is why courts do not enforce the rules of law that are intended to make our society more equal when those rules conflict with the goals of the punishment bureaucracy.

In sum, the “law enforcement” religion is hostile to the view that a society that is more equal would have less crime, not because that idea is untrue, but because the very goal of the criminal legal system is to preserve certain elements of an unequal social order even if that inequality creates “crime.”

C. The Myth of the Rule of Law

[The alleged protection of our persons from violence is only an accidental result of the existence of a police force whose real business is to force the poor man to see his children starve whilst idle people overfeed pet dogs with the money that might feed and clothe them.]

—George Bernard Shaw

To accomplish the “rule of law” trickery, the punishment bureaucracy makes pronouncements about what “crime” is, why people commit crime, and how best


262. BERNARD SHAW, MAJOR BARBARA 7-8 (1941).
to reduce crime by “enforcing the law.” The power of this worldview cannot be underestimated: it has won almost every relevant policy debate in the past forty years. It convinced a broad range of people that the solutions to their problems were not changes to the political system or the economic structure or discriminatory social norms, but rather, more police “on the streets” and more poor black people in prison cages.

The “law enforcement” myth is seductive. Many people, including lawyers and judges, want to believe that something like the neutral “rule of law” can exist, and for good reasons. But it is dangerous to do so without understanding that policing and prosecution are used as a tool of politics and power to benefit some and to hurt others.

One of the most insidious notions pervading standard discourse is that people are investigated and punished because they break laws and therefore that, if one breaks the law, one will be investigated and punished. This principle supports a larger idea: our legal system is objective, trying its best to promote well-being, morality, and human flourishing. The myth that an objective “rule of law” determines the outcomes is important to the system’s perceived legitimacy and to our acceptance of its authority over us.

A lot of assumptions are imbedded in the everyday assessment of the punishment bureaucracy’s legitimacy and effectiveness: Poor people and black people fill jails because they do more bad things than wealthy people and white people. American officials are not arrested for war crimes because they slaughtered people and assassinated democratically elected leaders for good reasons. People are pulled over because they violated a traffic rule or frisked because they were suspicious. Teenagers are searched on their way to school because they live in a “high crime” area and their black and brown bodies are dangerous. A person obtained his wealth legitimately because his ancestors were never prosecuted for acquiring it. Prisoners cannot hug their children or see sunlight because jails are places where we could not safely have family visits or fresh air.

The standard “criminal justice” discourse lulls people into abandoning scrutiny of their assumptions. Government employees who arrest and prosecute people are called “law enforcement” agents; the entire enterprise is referred to in press conferences as an objective entity: “from a law enforcement perspective” or “law enforcement believes that.” As we have seen, it would be more accurate to refer to them as “selective enforcement officers” or “white wealth preservation officers” because they usually enforce only *some* laws against *some* people.263

Many of the most prominent mass violations of American law were perpetrated or covered up by “law enforcement” officers acting pursuant to official

263. See HAGAN, supra note 230.
policies, including the Trail of Tears, the ethnic cleansing and forced deportation of more than a million Americans for suspected Mexican heritage, the internment of Japanese Americans, and the arming of right-wing Nicaraguan death squads and the perjury surrounding it. For much of this country’s history, black people were lynched—one of the main features of that ritual being that the openness of the public murder communicated that the “law enforcement” apparatus would do nothing to “enforce” criminal laws to protect black bodies and embraced racial terror. To take just one example, not a single white person was prosecuted after the Tulsa massacre, the most deadly terrorist event in an American city until September 11, 2001. Hundreds of years of criminal acts against black people were unpunished such that the “rule of law” was formally converted into a tool to reproduce slavery by another name.

Given this history, one of the central tasks for punishment bureaucrats is to push the myth that the American legal system at some point became different and more objective than it has been throughout its entire history.

The way punishment bureaucrats talk is therefore like a newspaper assuring us that it contains “all the news that is fit to print.” This marketing technique of feigned completeness and objectivity is a manipulation—its goal to have us ignore editorial decisions about which of the millions of potential news stories to cover. For example, despite its famous motto, the New York Times chooses to cover most plane crashes, but does not contain a front-page article every morning about the thousands of children who died of starvation the night before. By presenting as objective decisions that are highly subjective, both journalists and punishment bureaucrats obscure from debate many of society’s political choices.

The work of punishment bureaucrats to convince people to support selective “law enforcement” against certain populations has created a miscalibration of

---
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our response to harmful conduct. Seen from the lens of actual social harm, American “law enforcement” priorities are ridiculous. For example, second-hand smoke alone kills 41,000 Americans every year. That is twelve September 11 attacks on innocent people unlucky enough to have come into contact with other people who smoke products produced by corporate traffickers of tobacco. If one includes Americans addicted to tobacco, that drug kills 480,000 Americans and almost 6 million human beings globally every year. Tobacco use is legal, and the marketing and distribution of tobacco is lucrative. Similar examples pervade every aspect of life: the insertion of food additives and cancer-causing agents into products causes enormous harm, but is not typically addressed through the criminal law; the massive financial fraud of trillions of dollars of taxpayer money over several decades to secretly inflate the military budget has never been treated as a crime; the contamination of drinking water in major cities is rarely discussed as a criminal issue; the billions of dollars in health costs, deaths, and physical pain caused by sugary sodas are harms not addressed through the punishment system. Mortgage fraud and other financial crimes that result in homelessness and an inability to meet basic needs of life kill, by conservative estimates, tens of thousands of Americans every year, not to mention dramatically reducing the quality of life for millions more. To the contrary, the threat of “terrorism” is almost nonexistent—about the same danger to Americans as
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shark attacks, and orders of magnitude lower than texting while driving. The vast bulk of “law enforcement” resources are thus spent protecting Americans from relatively miniscule risks. This bureaucracy is therefore pathetic as a means of saving lives, preventing harm, and helping humans flourish.

In societies that our culture portrays as primitive, force was thought to have prevailed in all disputes. Stronger people committed crimes at their pleasure. Cities were sacked, nations conquered, and lords were immune from punishment by the size of their armies. All of this has been replaced with “the rule of law” and institutions to “enforce the law.” But, as Camus suggests, there has been something devious in the construction of this bureaucracy. That ingenious element is the illusion of rigorous objectivity, the façade of legitimacy. It’s the ability to turn “murderers into judges.”

Now that this façade is unraveling amidst a new movement challenging the mass imprisonment of black and brown and poor people, many of the bureaucrats who built their careers on the myth of the “rule of law” are trying to rescue the legitimacy of the punishment bureaucracy.

VII

The smart way to keep people passive and obedient is to strictly limit the spectrum of acceptable opinion, but allow very lively debate within that spectrum—even encourage the more critical and dissident views. That gives people the sense that there’s free thinking going on, while all the time the presuppositions of the system are being reinforced by the limits put on the range of the debate.

— Noam Chomsky

Powerful systems have a way of shapeshifting. By some measures, we have more segregation in schools since 1968 even though courts declared that de jure school segregation is illegal. A push to “reform” federal sentencing laws in the

280. See Beverly Daniel Tatum, Opinion, Segregation Worse in Schools 60 Years After Brown v. Board of Education, SEATTLE TIMES (Sept. 14, 2017, 3:06 PM), https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/segregation-worse-in-schools-60-years-after-brown-v-board-of-education [https://perma.cc/Y8U6-YRXS]; see also, e.g., Gary Orfield et al., Brown at 60: Great Progress,
1980s, ostensibly to reduce judicial bias, increased punishment severity across the board.\textsuperscript{281} A “bail reform” campaign in the 1960s to eliminate the use of cash bail in federal courts to jail the poor resulted in a system in which the rate of pretrial detention of presumptively innocent people went up.\textsuperscript{282} Although the Supreme Court has said that pretrial liberty must be the “norm” and pretrial detention the “carefully limited exception,”\textsuperscript{283} over seventy-two percent of federal criminal defendants are now confined to jail cells for the entire duration of their prosecution.\textsuperscript{284}

And so we find ourselves in a dangerous time. There is broad awareness of the senselessness of the punishment system and a movement of people organizing to dismantle it. But the forces that made the punishment bureaucracy are aligning to shape how it is “reformed.” The recognition of the system’s unfairness and ineffectiveness has reached such a tipping point that some kind of change must happen in order for the system to preserve its own legitimacy. Accordingly, mass incarceration bureaucrats are looking to become the face of what they call “criminal justice reform.” Their success will depend on whether people can tell the difference.

\textit{A. Punishment Bureaucrats and the Rule of Law}

On a national level, punishment bureaucrats like Preet Bharara, Kamala Harris, Eric Holder, and Sally Yates are feted as “criminal justice reform” leaders. They and many more punishment bureaucrats have adopted vaguely critical buzz words about mass incarceration that are trendy in liberal elite circles, and they are calling for “reforms,” such as decreasing the use of cash bail in “low level” cases or shorter mandatory minimum prison sentences for some drug crimes. But make no mistake: these former prosecutors devoted a career to mass human caging. For years, each of them prospered professionally by transferring


unprecedented numbers of poor people and people of color away from their families and into government confinement. And remember what that means: each of them operated the machinery that abused the bodies and minds of people who lack power in our society without any evidence that the misery they were inflicting was necessary to make our society a better place.

On Twitter, Bharara has billed himself as a “defender of justice and fairness” and a new kind of “sheriff” who has shifted “law enforcement” focus to fighting “big banks, terrorists, hedge funds, and public corruption.” But impoverished people of color in New York City saw a different kind of “law enforcement.” Bharara began his career as a prosecutor at the height of mass incarceration. Although he had access to essentially any job in the legal profession, he chose to become a drug prosecutor, a job devoted to putting human beings in prison cells for possessing substances on a list of substances that the government has decided that people may not possess. Even later in his career, as he trumpeted a small number of highly marketed Wall Street prosecutions to build his public profile, about eighty percent of the people prosecuted by his office in Manhattan were impoverished. During his time in charge of the office, about fifty percent
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of his cases were prosecutions for drug offenses and of undocumented immigrants accused of crossing a geographic political boundary.\footnote{290} In 2016, despite jurisdiction over the New York Police Department (NYPD), he chose not to prosecute a single civil rights case.\footnote{291} This is remarkable given that Bharara had jurisdiction to prosecute intentional violation of any person’s rights by the NYPD, including any intentionally unlawful stop, search, or arrest. No officers were prosecuted for perjury, even when they were caught lying in Bharara’s cases.\footnote{292}
Bharara, like all of us, knew that the people he chose to cage were significantly likely to be physically and sexually assaulted, receive inadequate medical care, and be tortured in solitary confinement. For years, he oversaw all of the things, large and small, that federal prosecution entails in our society: pursuing mandatory minimum sentencing to coerce guilty pleas, working with police with long histories of abuse and constitutional violations, covering up police lying, rejecting science in forensic evidence, placing metal restraints on criminal defendants and immigrants in court so that they cannot hug their families, threatening people with longer imprisonment unless they give up their right to a jury trial, imposing pretrial detention in dangerous and grotesque conditions, creating racial disparities, separating children from their parents without evidence that it benefits anyone, and displaying massive disregard for the crimes of elites.


Similarly, Attorney General Holder ran the largest human caging apparatus in the history of western democracies. He was selected for that role in part because of the reputation he built as a tough prosecutor in D.C. during the 1990s, when he pioneered the now-ubiquitous strategy of police stopping young black men based on pretextual reasons in order to search their bodies. In his later role running the DOJ, among many other things, Holder transferred billions of dollars in cash and military equipment to local police with histories of rampant abuse; managed the largest solitary confinement program in the public record, crushing people for years in isolation; refused to make meaningful changes after the National Academy of Sciences unmasked that federal prosecutors were using junk science for decades to pursue convictions based on testimony that had no scientific basis; supervised an army of prosecutors who sought, virtually every single day, to defend and expand mandatory minimum sentences in federal appellate courts; and presided over a historic expansion of immigrant detention and deportation. More brazenly, he kept thousands of men, mostly black, in prison by fighting against retroactive application of a new law that would reduce the disparity between the punishment of crack and powder cocaine. And he quietly intervened to prevent the release of tens of thousands of black federal
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prisoners detained illegally for drug offenses in one of the most callous acts that I have witnessed in my legal career.\textsuperscript{301}

And Sally Yates, known in the field as a harsh advocate of imprisonment while a federal prosecutor in Georgia,\textsuperscript{302} repeatedly undermined the possibility of meaningful changes during her time as Deputy Attorney General. To take just a few of many examples, she argued against application of small reductions in penalties for federal drug sentences to people already confined in prison under harsh sentences,\textsuperscript{303} oversaw the DOJ’s rejection of Inspector General reports recommending greater compassionate release of terminally ill and elderly prisoners,\textsuperscript{304} sat on or rejected the clemency petitions of thousands of federal prisoners,\textsuperscript{305} and secretly kept from the White House the contrary opinions of the DOJ Pardon Office in the many cases in which Yates overruled or refused to act on the Pardon Office’s recommendation for clemency.\textsuperscript{306} Tens of thousands of federal prisoners, mostly poor and disproportionately black—including thousands who

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{301}{See Karakatsanis, supra note 78.}
\footnotetext{302}{See, e.g., Josh Gerstein, Sally Yates Confirmed as No. 2 at Justice Department, POLITICO (May 13, 2015, 2:35 PM ET), https://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2015/05/sally-yates-confirmed-as-no-2-at-justice-department-207069 [https://perma.cc/87SS-EH88] (reporting that Senator Jeff Sessions had “no quibble with [Yates’] track record”). To take one of many examples from her career, Yates’s office argued that a judge should disregard a jury’s determination about how much cocaine was possessed by the defendants, arguing that the judge should sentence one defendant with no criminal record to ten years in prison and another man to twenty years in prison. Yates then chose to defend the mandatory minimum sentences on appeal. Yates eventually lost because the Supreme Court determined that judges cannot sentence people to mandatory minimum prison terms based on facts that were not found by a jury beyond a reasonable doubt. United States v. Jordan, 531 F. App’x 995, 996 (11th Cir. 2013) (vacating the sentences and remanding to the district court following review by the Supreme Court).}
\footnotetext{304}{Barkow, supra note 298, at 441-49.}
\footnotetext{305}{See Resignation Letter from Deborah Leff, Pardon Attorney, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Sally Quillian Yates, Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Jan. 15, 2016), https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2777898-Deborah-Leff-resignation-letter.html[https://perma.cc/Q78S-6HDB] (citing as reasons for her resignation, Pardon Attorney Deborah Leff noted that she was “instructed to set aside thousands of [clemency] petitions,” that Sally Yates reversed her staff’s recommendations for clemency in an “increasing number of cases,” and that she was denied access to the White House, preventing President Obama from learning of her disagreements with Ms. Yates); see also Mark Osler, Opinion, Obama’s Clemency Problem, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 1, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/01/opinion/obamas-clemency-problem.html [https://perma.cc/8FJH-QD7M] (discussing the Administration’s inadequate approach to clemency generally).}
\footnotetext{306}{Id.}
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were serving sentences that the DOJ itself had declared illegal—never got clemency.307

For her part, Harris now calls herself a “progressive prosecutor.”308 When I first encountered Harris, she had spent her prosecutorial career using the cash-bail system in California to illegally jail thousands of impoverished people, to extract tens of millions of dollars every year from the poorest families in California for the for-profit bail industry, and to coerce guilty pleas through illegal pre-trial detention.309

Harris’s broader record shows her commitment to the punishment bureaucracy. As a longtime District Attorney, Harris increased felony convictions, largely on the strength of her zealous prosecution of drug offenses.310 When she was a prosecutor in San Francisco, Harris chose to arrest impoverished black parents whose children were truant.311 Harris can be seen on video bragging that, against the advice of her political aides, she pushed for punishment of those parents because it was the right thing to do, even if it meant using up her limited political capital.312 Harris laughed about sending “gang” and “homicide” prosecutors to threaten poor mothers of truant children with prosecution. And she boastfully recalled charging a homeless mother of three with a crime for having truant children.313 She also pushed legislation to expand such criminal punishment of parents across California.314 Harris embarked on this crusade despite lacking any evidence that criminal punishment of impoverished parents is the best way to increase school attendance in poor communities of color. In 2010,
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local prosecutors told the media that Harris “pressured them to take weak cases to trial in an attempt to look tough on crime” before her election. In 2014, she tried to block the early release of people convicted of less serious crimes to reduce deadly prison overcrowding on the ground that “prisons would lose an important labor pool.” At the core of Harris’ argument was that California needed cheap labor from prisoners, such as to fight dangerous wildfires for $1.45 per day. Perhaps most widely known, she repeatedly fought against exonerations of wrongful convictions and worked to conceal or minimize evidence of false testimony and prosecutorial misconduct.

Across a wide range of areas, each of these former prosecutors is unremarkable as a bureaucrat—their careers reflect a worldview indistinguishable from the consensus that gave rise to mass human caging.

In spite of this, Holder is routinely honored in Washington, D.C. society as a “criminal justice reform” leader. After he left the government, he was given a standing ovation at major “criminal justice reform” events that I attended. (He had not renounced his career in human caging or sought accountability for it; instead, he had left the government to get paid large amounts of money to help aggregations of corporate wealth make more money.) Yates was honored by the Southern Center for Human Rights in Atlanta and was given a major award by the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers as a “Champion of Justice.” (Through her behind-the-scenes assault on the clemency process, Yates


may be responsible for the denial of more clemency petitions than any person in American history.)

It says a lot about the “criminal justice reform” culture that someone with the record of Yates or Holder is celebrated as a “reformer.” And I predict that Harris and Bharara, despite not having sought accountability for their past actions, will seek higher public office on platforms of “criminal justice reform” with proposals that would do little to remake our punishment bureaucracy. Indeed, when Harris announced her candidacy for President a few days after I had drafted the above paragraphs about her record, the leader of a major national civil rights organization that works on “criminal justice reform” issues praised Harris’ prosecutorial record as striking the right “balance” between the “need for public safety and reckoning with civil rights ideals.”

My point is not to criticize these four people in particular. They are not unique in their commitment to the punishment bureaucracy. The salient fact about their careers is how ordinary they are—their willingness, along with most of us who have worked in the system, especially lawyers like myself and judges, to go along with unspeakable things, to become desensitized to the pain we cause, and to live our lives without the intellectual and moral rigor that should have prevented so much senseless suffering of powerless people in the name of “law enforcement.”

And so these punishment bureaucrats are important because they are not outliers. They represent the vast majority of officials that I interact with in dozens of cities and states as I travel the country working on these issues. Mayors, district attorneys, city council members, state legislators, attorneys general, sheriffs, police chiefs, and judges are all adopting some of the language of “reform.” To their credit, many with whom I have interacted genuinely believe that reforms need to be made. And like Bharara, Holder, Yates, and Harris, they may have spent their careers as punishment bureaucrats pursuing policies that they genuinely believe in. But almost uniformly, they lack what is necessary for big change: critical analysis of structural problems, genuine self-reflection, and organized political support from groups powerful enough to hold them accountable.

https://www.nacdl.org/Deal-Yates-Rights-Restoration-Award [https://perma.cc/3CT2-6TMZ].
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Most reforms being implemented or seriously contemplated suffer from the failure of these bureaucrats to address the nature of the problem. For example, when many “reformer” officials in California finally announced their opposition to cash bail in the summer of 2018, they passed a law ending cash bail. But the law was written in secret by punishment bureaucrats, and the result was a system that could replace cash bail with significantly expanded pretrial detention in local jails and that will likely lead to an explosion of for-profit e-carceration through GPS monitoring for people who are released from jail.

In New York, the death of teenager Kalief Browder outraged the public. Kalief committed suicide after he endured three years of pretrial detention on Rikers Island—including eighteen months in solitary confinement and brutal beatings captured on video. Invoking Kalief and standing next to Kalief’s brother as he announced “Kalief’s Law,” Governor Andrew Cuomo used lofty language to announce what punishment bureaucrats portrayed as major “reforms,” including raising the age of criminal prosecution in some cases and barring children from being imprisoned with adults. But nearly two years after that
announcement, those “reforms” have reinforced the punishment bureaucracy. More money is being spent by New York to cage children in separate locations, leading to a boom in the construction of child-detention prisons and an increase in the number of prison guards; many thousands of children are excluded from the reforms altogether; and new forms of government control over children’s bodies are expanding.\textsuperscript{327} The public learned that even Kalief Browder would have been excluded from the law that bears his name because the crime for which he was wrongly accused — stealing a backpack from another child — was too serious to qualify for the reforms.\textsuperscript{328} In an anecdote that captures “criminal justice reform” culture, Kalief’s Law led the State of New York to spend $12 million in 2017 to re-open the “Harriet Tubman Center” — a jail for children named after an abolitionist icon.\textsuperscript{329} The facility created eighty-five new jobs and now cages disproportionately black children.

A former prosecutor and senior official at a major “criminal justice reform” organization recently wrote an op-ed in the New York Times arguing that a way to improve American prisons was to privatize them and to create incentives for the for-profit private prison companies who run them to reduce crime.\textsuperscript{330} The article made errors that undermine its conclusions even on their own terms,\textsuperscript{331} but most dangerously, the editorial proceeded from a bewildering premise:

\begin{quote}

\textsuperscript{328} Akeem Browder, Kalief’s brother, refused to endorse Cuomo in the 2018 primary. Id.


\textsuperscript{331} The piece makes logical errors, has no analysis of or engagement with scholarship concerning the larger implications of increasing the economic and political power of private prison corporations, provides no empirical evidence to support its central claims, and ignores contrary evidence of the systemic mistreatment of detainees by private prisons in Australia and the United States. See, e.g., Nick Olle et al., At Work Inside Our Detention Centres: A Guard’s Story, GLOBAL MAIL (last visited Mar. 11, 2019), http://tgm-serco.patarmstrong.net.au/ [https://perma.cc/6TWG -MKUR]; Mark Willacy & Alexandra Blucher, Inside Australia’s ‘Powder Keg’ Private Prison, ABC (June 19, 2018, 9:45 PM), https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-06-20/inside-arthur -gorrie-correctional-centre/9837260 [https://perma.cc/3V73-TQJD]. Most brazenly, for example, although praising privatization of prisons in Australia was the supposed occasion for writing the op-ed, the author notes at the end of the op-ed that there is no data available yet to evaluate private prisons in Australia.
\end{quote}
“Prisons exist to lower crime rates.” This factual claim, for which there is no good evidence in American history, is a frequent delusion of punishment bureaucrats. According to them, it is not about race or class or control; it is about good-faith, objective attempts to reduce “crime” for everyone’s benefit. Assumptions like this, offered without support or analysis in the public discourse by “rule of law” proponents, are casually asserted as unquestioned wisdom in editorials reaching millions of people. They are a core malignancy that needs to be fought in order to dismantle mass incarceration. No reform, no matter how well intentioned, will be successful if its premise misunderstands why the criminal punishment bureaucracy exists.

Because punishment bureaucrats do not believe that the criminal punishment bureaucracy needs to be dismantled, a movement to dismantle the punishment bureaucracy must learn how to distinguish little tweaks from big changes. Whatever judgments one makes about punishment bureaucrats as individuals, they serve three main functions in the current conversation. First, they set the outer bounds of acceptable discussion on what should be done to fix the system in order to ensure that more significant changes do not happen. If “reformers” talk about hiring more police officers and spending more money on training them; paying for police body cameras to observe the same officers as they continue to patrol the same poor neighborhoods; creating profitable electronic incarceration instead of jail; using pre-trial probation instead of post-trial probation; establishing specialized “drug courts” with “graduated sanctions” instead of immediate punishment; privatizing prisons and immigrant detention jails; and instituting slightly shorter mandatory minimum sentences in cages, then the voices of other people calling for abolition of the police, closing jails and prisons, reparations, new paradigms of restorative justice, and broader economic divestment from punishment are kept outside mainstream discourse. In this way, punishment bureaucrats echo the modern role of the Democratic Party in normalizing American militarism, wealth inequality, neighborhood segregation, incarceration, environmental degradation, and jingoism by defining the boundaries of acceptable dissent from bipartisan policy orthodoxies that lead to these evils.

Second, punishment bureaucrats create confusion. By marketing minor tweaks as huge changes, they make it difficult for the public to figure out who or what promises significant change and who or what does not. If both Kamala Harris and civil rights organizations are calling for “bail reform,” ordinary people may think that both groups are proposing the same ideas and that no more change is needed if Harris’s version of “reform” passes.
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Third, by touting achievements of little significance, they quell popular energy for dramatically changing the punishment system. They burn the areas around the growing fire, ensuring that the fire for reform never threatens the most important punishment infrastructure.

Why are punishment bureaucrats doing this? The origin of these “reforms” is that most elites are happy with the legal system and want it to keep functioning largely as it does. It is not a coincidence that punishment bureaucrats devote their public platforms to promoting America’s “rule of law” myth. Bharara is now the Co-Chair of a group that calls itself the National Task Force on Rule of Law and Democracy.\(^{333}\) That group’s mission statement portrays American history as democratic and guided by rules and norms that “ensure that officials act for the public good” and that prevent against “abuses of power.” These rules and norms, Bharara’s group claims, historically prevented government from becoming “a chaotic grab for power and self-interest.”\(^{334}\) Armed with this ridiculous picture of America’s legal, social, and economic past, the group aims at “repairing the rule of law,” as if that term had historical content other than to justify undemocratic exercise of power by elites.\(^{335}\) Bharara is participating in the long American tradition of developing more and greater obfuscations of a basic truth: the powerful have used the law to dominate the powerless.

Similarly, Yates has been sounding the alarm that the “time-honored” reputation and “legitimacy” of federal “law enforcement” is in danger.\(^{336}\) She recently explained: “at the Justice Department it is hammered into you that your sole


\(^{335}\) Bharara et al, Proposals for Reform, supra note 334.

responsibility is to seek justice. It is deeply ingrained in the Department of Justice; that is the ethos.”

In a characteristic speech to law students entitled “The Rule of Law Under Siege,” Yates defended her career working for an organization that accomplished unprecedented mass caging of marginalized people: “When you are part of the Department of Justice . . . [y]our only responsibility is to seek justice. I know that sounds incredibly corny, but that’s really what people at DOJ believe . . . . It doesn’t get any better than that.”

One of Holder’s public talking points is that America stands out because it is “a nation of laws” and that, “for the first time in the history of the world, a government was formed based first and foremost on the rule of law” rather than on “the application of force.”

In her first words on inauguration as California Attorney General, Harris explained that the elected prosecutor “is one of the most profound innovations in the entire history of the rule of law . . . . [A] crime against any one of us is a crime against all of us. Many times I have looked into the eyes of a crime victim and repeated this promise. It’s not you alone versus the defendant. It’s the people. The people of the State of California.” After fondly recounting her time as a 20-year line prosecutor in the age of mass human caging, Harris stressed the need to be “tough” on crime and announced that she had secured the help of former police chief Bill Bratton, an architect of “broken windows” policing in which the explicit strategy is to process large numbers of low-level cases, disproportionately poor people of color. She promised the “law enforcement” com-
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munity: “you will have a forceful advocate for public safety funding at the fed-
eral, state and local levels—particularly when it comes to putting more cops on the street.”

These punishment bureaucrats thus personify the growing banality of “criminal justice reform”: advocates of some of the harshest punishments in the world pushing minor changes in order to preserve faith in the architecture of a bureaucracy used for purposes that they do not acknowledge.

B. How Can We Tell the Difference?

We must remember that liberty becomes a false ensign—a “solemn com-
plement” of violence—as soon as it becomes only an idea and we begin
to defend liberty instead of free [people] . . . . It is the essence of liberty
to exist only in the practice of liberty.
—Maurice Merleau Ponty

A lot of attention is turning to local district attorneys. In some ways, the re-
cent interest in “progressive prosecutors” and the growing sums spent on their
election campaigns means that more people are acknowledging the myth of the
“rule of law.” People donating to prosecutorial elections understand that the
same “rule of law” will be enforced differently based on the policy choices of the
prosecutor.

Perhaps most prominently, there is a wave of “progressive prosecutors” at
the local level. Kim Ogg in Houston, Larry Krasner in Philadelphia, Kim Foxx
in Chicago, Eric Gonzalez in Brooklyn, Aramis Ayala in Orlando, Kim Gardner
in St. Louis, Cyrus Vance in Manhattan, and George Gascón in San Francisco are
a few of the dozens of prosecutors embracing a new image as leaders who will
“reform” the punishment bureaucracy. While it is wrong to use the same labels
to describe each of these actors—Krasner’s rhetoric is different from the others,
for example, and many would reject Vance’s or Gardner’s attempts to brand
themselves “progressive”—I want to start with some general observations about
the entire cohort.

342. Id. at 3.
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344. A new prosecutor, Rachel Rollins, was recently elected in Boston, taking office in the weeks
prior to publication of this piece. Her campaign rhetoric more closely mirrors, and in some
way exceeds in ambition, the progressive discourse of Krasner, although it is too early to eval-
uate what policy changes she will oversee.
It is remarkable how little these prosecutors have tried to do so far considering that we would need eighty percent reductions in human caging to return to historical United States levels and to those of other comparable countries. None of them have reported reducing prosecutions by more than a few percentage points, and most of them have not reported any reductions at all. None of them are calling for smaller prosecutor offices or fewer police. None of them are seeking a massive shift in investigative resources away from investigating the crimes of the poor to investigating the crimes of the rich. None of them have prosecuted a single one of their own employees for withholding evidence or obstruction of justice. None of them have announced a policy of declining to prosecute all drug possession. None of them have stopped prosecuting children as adults. None of them has sought to eliminate fines and fees for the indigent. None of them have opened a systemic civil rights investigation into the brutality, neglect, and crimes against confined people that are rampant in their local jails. None of them has set up a truth and reconciliation commission to confront the past racism and barbarism of their offices and local police. None of them have taken serious steps to transition their approach to a restorative justice model.

All of them do essentially similar things as the offices of their predecessors and the offices of district attorneys around the country: they choose to prosecute a significant majority of low-level misdemeanors and drug crimes, they assume that the response to social problems like violence must be punishment, and they inflict brutal forms of punishment under torturous conditions on a cohort that is disproportionately poor, black, and brown. While a number of them have made initial attempts at less harsh policies in good faith, it is largely business as usual so far.

Krasner, by consensus the most committed to change among this new group, has not made public any data showing that he has reduced the number of people going to prison or the length of sentences relative to other Pennsylvania prosecutors since he took office. In a misdiagnosis of the nature of the problem and


346. Krasner recently unveiled what he called significant impacts of his signature bail-policy change, in which his office requests cash bail in fewer cases. Samantha Melamed, *Philly DA Larry Krasner Stopped Seeking Bail for Low-Level Crimes. Here’s What Happened Next.*, PHILA. INQUIRER (Feb. 19, 2019), https://www.philly.com/news/philly-district-attorney-larry-krasner-money-bail-criminal-justice-reform-incarceration-20190219.html [https://perma.cc/89X2-YFXQ] (quoting Krasner as declaring at a press conference, “[w]e do not, we should not, imprison people for poverty”). But even the study that Krasner cited found that his policy was having barely any effect on wealth-based detention in Philadelphia. It had only led to an eight percentage-point decrease in the use of secured cash bail—and even this reduction had almost no effect on pretrial detention, because those individuals were largely being bailed out
of how to make change endure after he leaves office, Krasner worked to increase the overall budget for prosecution in Philadelphia.347

Although Foxx replaced one of the most notoriously harsh prosecutors in any major American city, the total number of felony prosecutions under Foxx went up last year after years of decline, including before she took office.348 Each year that Foxx has been in office, she has also increased the number of cases in which her office chose to prosecute a person for a drug felony.349 Despite her rhetoric to the contrary, local court watchers have reported to me that Foxx’s line prosecutors have taken no action to prevent the use of cash bail in the vast majority of felony cases.

Ogg is sometimes called the least harsh prosecutor in Texas350—but her incarceration statistics would be extreme outliers for nearly the entirety of American history. Ogg is a master of the “rule of law” deception. After winning her election on a platform of bail reform because of the supposed injustice of cash bail, Ogg instructed her attorneys to ignore the law and to use cash bail to intentionally accomplish pretrial detention of the indigent in cases in which Texas law on low money bonds prior to the policy changes. Aurelie Ouss & Megan T. Stevenson, Evaluating the Impacts of Eliminating Prosecutorial Requests for Cash Bail 11 (George Mason Legal Studies Research Paper No. LS 19-08, 2019), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3335138; see also id. at 3 (“[T]he main policy impact of the No-Cash-Bail reform was to release more defendants without monetary conditions, with modest effects on pretrial detention.”) (emphasis added).


the punishment bureaucracy does not permit transparent pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{351} Moreover, Ogg demanded a $20 million budget increase, including for 102 new prosecutors.\textsuperscript{352} At the same time, other local officials and lower level prosecutors have told me that they cannot even get her office to stop criminally prosecuting and jailing people for, among other things, driving with a license that was suspended solely because they were too poor to pay court debts. In my experience, over and over again, Ogg appears to want to prosecute more people and to expand her office’s bureaucracy. I have watched as she has worked behind the scenes to thwart even modest reforms in Houston like reducing the harms of fines and fees on the indigent and not caging low-level drug possessors in jail cells solely because they cannot pay cash-bail amounts requested by her office. As far as I am aware, she has never explained what evidence she possesses that more punishment is the way to solve any of the social problems that she has identified.

Gascón is less harsh than his predecessor, Kamala Harris. But his record of human caging is still alarming by historical and international standards. For years, at the same time that Gascón touted himself as a progressive reformer, attorneys from his office crushed impoverished people and their families every day with relentless use of cash-bail amounts that were five times the national average.\textsuperscript{353} Tellingly, after Gascón hyped for months his role in introducing an algorithmic “risk-assessment tool” to the bail process in San Francisco,\textsuperscript{354} I asked him and his senior management staff during a meeting to answer the most basic questions about how the tool worked—for example, to explain what the different numerical scores meant in terms of empirical risk prediction. But none of them had even the rudimentary knowledge about the tool that one could get from reading its instructions, let alone knowledge that public officials implementing the tool should have learned from studying the research and talking to the experts who designed it. This makes sense, because punishment bureaucrats are mostly not interested in using new methods to dramatically reduce pretrial de-

\textsuperscript{351} Alex Hannaford, \textit{Harris County DA Ran as a Reformer. So Why Is She Pushing High Bail for Minor Offenses?}, APPEAL (Aug. 9, 2018), https://theappeal.org/harris-county-kim-ogg-bail-reform-jail/ [https://perma.cc/KPA3-YR35].


tention—that would remove their ability to coerce guilty pleas through that detention. And Gascón is not alone: every judge and prosecutor who I have interviewed around the country has almost entirely misunderstood or otherwise improperly explained the science, empirical evidence, and function of the risk assessment algorithms that they have touted as their main “reform” of the cash-bail system. As a result, Gascón’s “progressive” office, like every other jurisdiction I have studied, was misusing the algorithm framework in ways that violated the principles set forth by the researchers who created the tool and that promoted rampant pretrial incarceration of poor people of color. They were also improperly describing the risk-assessment tool to judges in court, including (but not limited to) misstating the purported risk and conflating the algorithm’s empirical predictions with their own political choices, attempting to cloak the latter with a veneer of neutral science. And, again like many other local punishment bureaucracies, because they were not analyzing data and did not have the goal of serious reductions in detention, they neither knew nor cared that they were not using the algorithm properly or changing outcomes significantly. Since then, as we prevailed against Gascón’s office in challenging the use of cash bail to detain the poor in San Francisco, Gascón (along with California Attorney General Xavier Beccera) began a campaign to get judges to change the law to expand the ability of the government to detain people without bail,355 and lawyers at his office even argued in my cases that people should be presumed guilty at bail hearings.356

I have found Krasner and Gascón to be sincere and smart people. I have talked at length with numerous “progressive prosecutors,” and many of them are genuinely attempting to do less harm than other prosecutors. It is prudent to support that harm reduction and to push for more, because “progressive prosecutors” and their rhetoric can play a role in highlighting deeper structural flaws and in energizing a political base to attack them. Importantly, the recent rise of “progressive prosecutors” has already helped to change overall narrative of punishment in many jurisdictions in which I work by making many more people aware of the injustice and senselessness of much of the punishment system. And I have seen a few of these prosecutors begin some incremental reforms, such as declining some prosecutions, reducing their requests for cash bail, and reducing

---

355. See, e.g., Amicus Curiae Brief of Attorney General Xavier Becerra, In re Kenneth Humphrey, No. S247278 (Cal. Oct. 9, 2018) (arguing for an expansive reinterpretation of the state’s power to detain people without bail under the California Constitution); Notice of Motion and Motion to Detain Without Bail, People v. Reynoso, No. 18002330 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Feb. 14, 2018) (advancing the same argument on behalf of Gascón’s office).

356. See, e.g., People’s Response and Opposition to Motion for Order Releasing Defendant on Own Recognizance or Bail Reduction at 4, People v. Sanchez, No. 17013355 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Oct. 3, 2017) (arguing, on behalf of Gascón’s office, that “the court must presume guilt” at bail hearings).
marijuana possession prosecutions. Perhaps most encouraging, many local organizers are using prosecutor-related issues to engage and mobilize a base who can eventually demand more significant changes.

But we must also guard against the tendency to inflate the importance of existing “progressive prosecutors.” We must be clear about who they are; what they are proposing; the differences across the cohort and within each prosecutor office between genuinely transformative changes and minor tweaks; how a newer generation of “progressive prosecutors” can be even more bold than this current cohort; how specifically organizing around prosecutor issues can shift concentrations of local power, and what the theory is for how “progressive prosecutors” can be a stepping stone to much more significant structural change.

After all, as Paul Butler has extensively shown in his writings about a previous generation of what he called “progressive prosecutors” in 2009, these prosecutors are operating under enormous constraints: a powerful local “law enforcement” machine; multi-billion dollar punishment industries; an inherited culture and bureaucracy of line prosecutors and internal office supervisors who believe in mass incarceration; a lack of organized political power among and investment in directly impacted communities; and the broader cultural, racial, and economic forces that fostered our addiction to human caging.357

Prosecutors are political actors responding to incentives and, like most of the country, they have been socialized in mass human caging. If left on their own, they will largely preserve mass human caging, if only because none of them has the power to dismantle such a mammoth system even if they wanted to without a social movement articulating it clearly and demanding it. So, although electing different prosecutors and then pushing them to be better can be important in itself and as an organizing tool, anyone interested in significantly dismantling the punishment bureaucracy must have a strategy for creating a reality in which organized political power demands big changes.

We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice, and peace.
—Black Panther Party, Ten-Point Program358

People interested in big change must be clear about what changes they want to see as they build the power in communities to force political actors to accept


them. Here, I offer some rules of thumb to differentiate between the “reforms” of punishment bureaucrats and the transformational interventions that would end mass incarceration. The standard “reforms” promoted by punishment bureaucrats typically have several characteristics.

A. The Silo Mistake

First, at the highest level of generality, they portray the problems of the criminal system as existing in a silo: we can “fix” the criminal system, they say, without confronting deeper problems like white supremacy, lack of access to health care, economic deprivation, educational divestment, neighborhood segregation, gender inequality, banking, lack of access to the arts, unaffordable housing, and environmental destruction.\textsuperscript{359} For them, the disproportionate use of the punishment bureaucracy in Boston against black people is not related to the fact that the median net worth of black households in Boston is $8.\textsuperscript{360} We must have better policies in this one domain, they concede, but we need not link addressing criminal system failures to remedying broader social inequities.

B. Misdiagnosing the Problem

Second, they accept the assumptions of the system: we have to deal with social problems through punishment; the existing bureaucracy is trying its best to help people live safe, flourishing lives; “law enforcement” uses “the rule of law” to pursue “criminal justice” and not other objectives like protecting profit and racial hierarchy.

C. Hoarding Control

Third, because punishment bureaucrats accept these assumptions and rely on the bureaucracy’s good faith, their proposals retain power and control in the same actors and institutions that created and manage mass human caging.\textsuperscript{361}


Reformers want to give control, resources, and discretion to prosecutors, judges, police, sheriffs, probation departments, parole boards, private corporations and consultants, and so on. Their reforms are defined by their lack of community self-determination and accountability. They do not shift centers of power and control.

D. Lack of Reparations, Lack of Justice

Fourth, punishment bureaucrats’ reforms are not backward looking. Standard “reforms” pay no attention to repairing the damage done by mass human caging, such as through monetary and property reparations for massive harms caused by the punishment bureaucracy in the past and for the lawlessness against marginalized people and communities that went unprosecuted and uncompensated. Making individual survivors whole is an uncontroversial goal of standard criminal prosecutions, but making whole the many survivors of systemic government atrocities is entirely absent from broader “criminal justice reform” discourse.

E. Shrinking the Bureaucracy

Fifth, they do not try to shrink the punishment system. They instead tout larger budgets, more police officers, better “predictive” policing and machine learning algorithms, more prosecutors, special “drug” courts with different jail...

362. Ferguson, Missouri is one among many representative examples. Responding to the conversion of a municipal police force into a revenue-generating machine, self-styled reformers from the Obama Administration announced that one of the main priorities in resolving its investigation into Ferguson’s systemic civil rights violations was, in practice, to require more resources for “law enforcement” through “community policing” and other increased expenditures for police training. Civil Rights Div., Investigation of the Ferguson Police Department, U.S. DEP’T JUST. 93 (Mar. 4, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/opa/press-releases/attachments/2015/03/04/ferguson_police_department_report.pdf [https://perma.cc/K35Y-MFWL]. The “community policing” mandate was interpreted by the City and federal court monitor as requiring the City to hire more police officers, which became a top priority for Ferguson in implementing the decree. Jim Salter & Eric Tucker, Ferguson Officials Missed Deadlines in Deal with Justice Department, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Jan. 27, 2017), https://www.apnews.com/a288f62dbeda4a66fb2f3b3565a91 [https://perma.cc/2Q8N-P5U3]. This was a pattern among Obama’s police policies and settlements: to lavish money, weapons, and military equipment on police; to “train” police better; and to make sure that police officers have the funds to attach officer-controlled cameras to their militarized vehicles and vests to observe them as they policed impoverished communities. See, e.g., Glen Ford, Obama Prepares to Reinforce the Militarized Police Occupation of Black America, BLACK AGENDA REPORT (July 28, 2016), https://www.blackagendareport.com/obama_reinforces_militarized_police [https://perma.cc/2NSz-CQK2].
punishment structures, greater use of probation supervision, more parole, fee-based “diversion” programs, and electronic shackles to replace metal ones. In short, they seek expanded control over people’s bodies and minds, but they argue that this control should be exercised in different ways.363

A good rule of thumb for identifying whether a proposal is meaningful or hollow is asking the question: would this reform result in greater or fewer resources going to the punishment bureaucracy? Virtually every major “reform” pushed by local, state, and federal punishment bureaucrats would result in either the same or more resources flowing into the punishment bureaucracy.

F. Reinvestment

Sixth, because they shift resources within the punishment system (e.g. from incarceration to surveillance and supervision) they lack a plan for creating cost savings. Even when there are promises of vague savings due to less incarceration, punishment bureaucrats typically do not propose to reinvest those savings in anti-carceral institutions. They do not attempt to build up institutions that would provide the sustainable infrastructure for dismantling incarceration and shifting toward alternative community-based wellness. The resource savings from reform proposals should be articulated, and every proposal should have a transparent vision for how those savings will be reinvested outside of the punishment bureaucracy.

* * *

In contrast with the standard “criminal justice reform” pushed by punishment bureaucrats, people working in communities across the country are situating their work in a deeper politics and are therefore incubating a wide range of transformations. I include here just a small list of the broad range of work being done in communities across the United States:

- Organizers in Cleveland, Detroit, the Bay Area, and elsewhere are cultivating economic models that change distributions of power, such as worker-owned cooperatives that can build the wealth, power, and political engagement of formerly incarcerated people.364


• Campaigns to close notorious jails in New York City, St. Louis, and Philadelphia\textsuperscript{365} and campaigns to stop the construction of new jails, such as the JusticeLA campaign to stop the construction of two new jails for $3.5 billion in Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{366} All of these organizers understand that the punishment bureaucracy will fill jails and prisons with bodies wherever they exist.

• Policies to reserve profitable marijuana business licenses to people with prior marijuana convictions or people living in communities disproportionately targeted by police for drug arrests.\textsuperscript{367}

• Reparations for police torture.\textsuperscript{368}

• Community land trusts that attempt to bring affordable housing and neighborhood control to heavily policed neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{369}

• Restorative justice that changes norms around how to think about accountability when a person harms another person. Shifting to restorative models in Washington, D.C., for example, they have nearly


eliminated the use of jails to incarcerate youth in the juvenile system.\footnote{Shortly before publication of this Essay, I spoke with District of Columbia officials who reported to me that the average daily population of committed children incarcerated in the juvenile secure facility was down to fifteen. Interview with Seema Gajwani, Special Counsel for Juvenile Justice Reform, Office of the Attorney General, in Washington, D.C. (March 1, 2019).}


- Two-way text messaging, phone-call reminders, childcare in court, and transportation to court are being developed as alternatives to the money bail system, and to the for-profit e-incarceration movement that is replacing money bail with GPS monitoring and pretrial supervision.


Ideas like these hold enormous promise. But investment in them is dwarfed by the tens of billions of dollars spent on punishing people. Whether we can improve and scale these and other transformative ideas depends on whether we can change the stories that the punishment bureaucracy tells about why it exists.
and what it does. Only by having an honest conversation about what the punishment bureaucracy is can an informed movement dismantle it. Many human beings have a lot at stake in whether we can.
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